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MEMORANDUM 

TO:  Lawyers 
FROM: Robert Machado, Client Relations Coordinator 
RE:  Organized Pseudolegal Commercial Argument Phenomenon 
DATE: September 26, 2019 

 
Introduction 

The Organized Pseudolegal Commercial Argument (henceforth referred to simply as OPCA), 
is a growing phenomenon in the Canadian legal scene. While it may be rare for a lawyer to 
encounter this form of self-represented litigant in the context of criminal law, it may be worth 
arming oneself with knowledge in the unlikely event this type of litigant is encountered, either in 
court or on the phone. This memo is intended to provide information on subjects such as the tactics 
these litigants use, how they may be recognized, and how they can be handled. 
 

Historical Background 
The earliest recorded court encounters in common law jurisdictions potentially date to the 

1960’s and 1970’s in the United States of America, likely with racists movements and gaining 
momentum with the farm crisis of the 1980’s.1 Since then, the OPCA phenomenon has seen many 
labels, including sovereign citizens, detaxers, Moorish, and freeman (also freeman-on-the-land). 

The first hints of what would become a part of the detaxer, and later OPCA movement, in 
Canada first appeared in the 1950’s.2 In R. v. Hart Electronics Limited, 3 a Winnipeg electronics 
shop owner, Gerald Hart, engaged in a lengthy tax avoidance campaign. Although he filed 
unsigned and unorthodox material with entries such as “no aspects or prospects”, and without 
supporting documentation, the Manitoba Court of Appeal acquitted Mr. Hart of failure to file a tax 
return. This is likely the origins of later groups and gurus such as the detaxers and Porisky, both 
of which will be discussed in greater detail at various points later. 

It is difficult to determine exactly how prevalent the OPCA phenomenon is, or when it’s 
later concepts migrated, but it may have initially been introduced in the late 1990’s by a former 
airline pilot named Eldon Warman, who provided seminars which instructed on “common law”, 
“strawman”, and “money for nothing” concepts and schemes.4 The earliest recorded decisions for 
the current phenomenon within the Canadian court system date to approximately this period of the 
late 1990’s to early 2000’s.5 It is believed that the Freemen-on-the-Land movement was founded 
by street comedian turned guru Robert Arthur Menard in 2000, who reframed US Sovereign 
Citizen and Canadian Detaxer concepts into a new conspiratorial package.6 Precursors (mainly the 
Detaxer movement) can be dated back even further, to the 1950’s, when Gerrald Hart engaged in 

 
1 Kent, Stephen A. 2015. “Freemen, Sovereign Citizens, and the Challenge to Public Order in British Heritage Countries.”  International Journal 

of Cultic Studies. At p.2 
2
 Netolitzky, Donald J. 2016a. “The  History  of the  Organized Pseudolegal Commercial Argument [OPCA] Phenomenon in Canada.” Alberta 

Law Review 53(3), at pages 613. 
3 R. v. Hart Electronics Limited, 1959 CanLII 577 (MB CA), <http://canlii.ca/t/gbr0l>, retrieved on 2019-09-24; 29 WWR (ns) 28 
4 Netolitzky, Donald J. 2016a. “The  History  of the  Organized Pseudolegal Commercial Argument [OPCA] Phenomenon in Canada.” Alberta 

Law Review 53(3), at pages 617 
5 Ibid, at pp. 618-619 
6 Netoyitzky, Donald. “Lawyers and Court Representation of OPCA Litigants in Canada”, at p.434 
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a tax avoidance scheme.7 On the conservative end, early adherants can be traced to the late 1990’s. 
They often hold highly conspiratorial perspectives that ordinary persons have been unfairly 
cheated or deceived as to their rights, allowing members the perceived right to break “the system’ 
and retaliate against ‘their oppressors’8 

The OPCA identifier/label was first coined in 2012 by John Rooke, an Associate Chief 
Justice for Alberta Queen’s Bench in Edmonton. On September 19, 2012, Rooke ACJ released 
Meads v. Meads (Meads v. Meads, 2012)9, a 736 paragraph decision in which he compiles the 
combined knowledge of himself and other justices regarding the tactics and telltale indications of 
an OPCA litigant. 

The release of Meads v. Meads in 2012 was a watershed moment. Prior to this, judges, 
lawyers, and the court system in each area were essentially left to their own devices. After the 
release of Meads, all those involved with the court system now had a “guide” to develop systems 
to recognize OPCA litigants, and to limit (as much as could be possible) any cost and other 
damages such litigants may create in court. 

 

Current State of Legislation 
 As of currency, there is no legislation to directly handle this phenomenon. OPCA litigants 

will generally: a) reject laws wholesale as a foisted “contract” that they reject; or b) pick and 
choose which laws apply to them and how. Any court interactions range from criminal to family 
to civil, ranging from minor infractions such as a parking ticket to divorce to more serious Criminal 

Code charges. As such, it may be extremely difficult, if not impossible, for any legislature to draft 
a single comprehensive bill to handle OPCA adherents. As most interactions are at the trial court, 
rather than the appeals, level, the best possibility, at least in the short term, may be for lawyers and 
the judiciary to become educated on this form of litigation, and cooperate to develop a 
comprehensive, trial court level, policy to limit the potential chaos and drain on court resources 
that such litigation creates. Such a form of practice directive was instituted in Edmonton, Alberta, 
in late 2013. A sample checklist used by an Alberta Court is provided in Appendix F, which 
outlines OPCA indicia that are a basis for court staff to refuse to file a document. 

 However, this is not to say the courts are completely powerless from a legislative standpoint. 
While there is no single piece of legislation to limit or stop the abuse of court process by OPCA 
litigants, there ARE tools within current legislation and regulations that may be used to good effect. 
For example, the Courts of Justice Act, as well as the regulations and Rules associated with various 
branches within the court system, provide systems to handle those deemed to be filing scandalous, 
frivolous, or vexatious litigation. Within the criminal court setting, the Superior Court of Ontario 
has a set of rules10 on vexatious litigants, which can act as a guide for the Ontario Court of Justice. 
Any such mechanism which already exists in current legislation could be used to limit any harm 
of OPCA litigants to the administration of justice. Samples of potentially relevant citations from 
legislation can be found in Appendix A. 
 

Issues 
1) How can OPCA litigants be identified? 
2) How have the courts dealt with such litigants? 

 
7 “Organized Pseudolegal Argument”, 2016CanLIIDocs55, at p.613 
8 At para 69 
9 Meads v. Meads, 2012 ABQB 571 
10 Criminal Proceedings Rules for the Superior Court of Justice (Ontario), SI/2012-7 
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3) What is a lawyer to do? 
 

Facts – Recognizing OPCA Litigants 
Pseudolaw is a growing international phenomenon that has appeared in many common law 

countries, including the United States, Australia, and the United Kingdom. Followers may be 
educated professionals, retired senior citizens, wealthy or poor, famous or not.11 Comprised mostly 
of middle-aged or older males, adherents believe that existing government is illegitimate and holds 
no legal authority over them.12 However, there are six common core concepts:13 

1) Everything is a contract. 
2) Silence means acceptance or agreement. 
3) Legal action requires an injured party. 
4) Government authority is defective or limited. 
5) The ‘Strawman’ duality. And 
6) Monetary and banking conspiracy theories (‘money for nothing’ schemes). 

 

A corollary is that a majority of decisions have one of four litigation objectives:14 
1) To ‘escape’ criminal sanctions. 
2) To eliminate an obligation to pay income tax. 
3) As a basis to attack and/or restrain government and institutional actors, and 
4) To create ‘money for nothing’ or otherwise nullify debts. 

 

 While OPCA litigants have been appearing in courts across Canada for years, even decades, 
the release of Meads v. Meads in September 2012 is perhaps the first true attempt to provide a 
comprehensive judicial review of their strategies. Such litigants fall into a category of vexatious 
litigant that often lacks homogeneity but fall into an open list that includes Detaxers, Freemen or 
Freemen-on-the-Land, Sovereign Men or Sovereign Citizens, Church of the Ecumenical 
Redemption International (CERI), Moorish Law, and other labels15 

OPCA litigants do not express any stereotypic beliefs other than a general rejection of court 
and state authority. Nor do they fall into any common social or professional association. OPCA 
litigants are unified by a characteristic set of strategies, with specific but irrelevant formalities and 
language which they believe or portray as significant. They typically only honour state, regulatory, 
contract, family, fiduciary, equitable, and criminal obligations if they feel like it16 

OPCA litigants frequently adopt unusual variations on personal names, such as adding 
irrelevant punctuation, or using unusual capital and lower case character combinations. While 
OPCA litigants and their gurus put special significance on these alternative nomenclature forms, 
these are ineffectual in law and are meaningless paper masks.17 

The divorce file of Dennis Larry Meads, which has already been referenced, discloses a 
number of unusual documents that are common to OPCA litigants. A sample fee schedule is 
attached in Appendix D, and a sample trademark/copyright notice is attached in Appendix E. 
Courts have received notarized documents, often printed in black and red ink, and marked with 
what may be a red thumb print, often bear postage stamps in three corners on front and back, and 

 
11 Meads, at para. 68 
12 Kent, Stephen A. “Freemen, Sovereign Citizens, and the Threat to Public Order in British Heritage Countries”. 30 May 2013, at p.2 
13 Netolitzky, Donald. “A Rebellion of Furious Paper: Pseudolaw as a Revolutionary Legal System”. 3 May 2018, at p.1. 
14 Ibid, at page 6 
15 Meads v. Meads at para. 1 
16 Meads v. Meads at para. 4 
17 Meads v. Meads at para. 7 
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includes various declarations such as “::dennis-larry:meads::” is a “living flesh and blood sentient-
man”, a postmaster general, and that Barb Petryk, a clerk of the Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench, 
is appointed his fiduciary and is liable for “all financial damages and bodily harm against 
myself ::dennis-larry:: of the meads-family::”.  

A common belief is that when a person is born, he or she is given a register of birth, ‘a 
corporate identity’, bonded and registered in the Bank of Canada and in the state stock exchange, 
and that registration had an imputed income”18 The vast amount of money that is attached to one’s 
“corporate identity” can then be accessed via one’s birth certificate19 

When preparing documents or arguments for court, Black’s Law Dictionary is sometimes 
referenced. In terms of statutes, man is thought to only be subject to God’s Law (the “Maximus of 
Law”); man’s law (statute law) does not affect or apply to OPCA litigant20, but derive from God’s 
law.21 References are often made to foreign or obsolete statutes, such as the Magna Carta or the 
Uniform Commercial Code.22,23 

Almost any interaction, even a simple greeting, can be viewed as an enticement into slavery 
via a binding contract.24 As such, OPCA litigants will often refuse to voluntarily put themselves 
under the Court’s authority, denying the Court has any lawful hold over them.25 This refusal to 
acknowledge court authority is also manifest in the belief that the judicial system is an admiralty 
court, and the Royal Coat of Arms of Canada displayed in a courtroom is viewed as evidence of 
this.26 

Another unusual belief is the strawman theory. An individual is thought to have two aspect, 
the “person” or “corporate entity” attached to government documents, and the “flesh and blood” 
person that interacts with the world. This is also referred to as the ‘double/split person’ concept, 
or doppelganger.27 In this belief, one (the “flesh and blood” person) gets all property and benefits, 
while the other (the doppelganger) receives all debts and liabilities.28 
 

Indicia of OPCA Litigants and strategies 

The vast majority of encounters are unreported, and appear in almost all areas of law, 
attempting to evade court and state authority with procedural and defence-based schemes. They 
interfere with unrelated matters, proving disruptive, inflicting unnecessary expenses on other 
parties.29  Litigants are invariably unsuccessful, with their positions, concepts and approaches 
generally being rejected by Canadian courts as invalid and a direct attack on the inherent 
jurisdiction of Canadian courts.30 

OPCA concepts are frequently a commercial product that is designed, promoted, and sold 
by “gurus” who claim their techniques provide easy rewards (no paying taxes, child/spousal 
support, or paying attention to traffic laws, etc.). Gurus claim to know tricks that unlock allegedly 
secret but accessible bank accounts containing nearly unlimited funds, with a stamp and some 
coloured writing magically transforming a bill into a cheque. One can only be subject to criminal 

 
18 Meads v. Meads at para. 15 
19 At para. 17 
20 Meads v. Meads at para. 16 
21 At para. 25 
22 The Uniform Commercial Code is United States commercial legislation, which is considered universal law among most OPCA groups. 
23 Meads, At paras. 26-27 
24 At paras. 22, 36 
25 At para. 50 
26 At para. 24 
27 At para 36 
28 At para 43 
29 At paras. 70-71 
30 At para. 65 
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sanction through agreement, and you can be independent of any state obligation if you so desire. 
A person can unilaterally force demands on other persons, institutions, and the state. Gurus “know” 
secret principles and law that is hidden from the public, but binding on the state, courts, and 
individuals.31 

Most OPCA ideas appear to be developed in social groups, with ‘supporters’ attending 
OPCA litigation hearings. Internet forums are important mechanisms for discussing and planning 
activities, and for gurus to broadcast their ideas. There is no particular political orientation, and 
many proclaim bizarre and differing alternative histories. The only shared ideology is a belief that 
a person should be immune from obligations.32 
 

Known OPCA Gurus 
The Paradigm Education Group33 

Led by Russell Porisky and his wife Elaine Gould, the Paradigm Education Group 
(henceforth PEG) advanced a concept that one’s affairs could be structured in such a manner that 
you were working in your own capacity as a natural person, under a private contract, for your own 
benefit. Any money earned under this arrangement was thought to be exempt from income tax. 
International bankers were viewed as foreign parasites who, directly or indirectly, were responsible 
for the income tax system. PEG was created as a structure to allow everyone to work together to 
save the country from this parasite. 

Porisky taught that the Canada Revenue Agency had tricked persons into believing there 
was an obligation to pay tax, and that taxation is slavery, serfdom, and contrary to the Canadian 

Bill of Rights, and the state is an oppressive enemy. 
PEG operated as a form of a pyramid scheme, offering a website selling instructional 

materials, conducting seminars (for a fee), providing levels of training and exams, and qualifying 
“educators” to further proselytize Porisky’s approach. In return for educator assistance, Porisky 
demanded 7% of the next two years income from his subscribers. When a client was convicted, 
Porisky sold the result as an ambiguous attempt to keep the masses asleep and enslaved. 
 

David Kevin Lindsay34 

Sentenced in 2008 to 150 days imprisonment for failure to file income tax returns, Lindsay 
is known to have repeatedly challenged various aspects of tax legislation and the authority of the 
Canadian state and courts. Concepts that he promoted include:  

1) various deficiencies in judicial oaths prohibit court action;  
2) the relationship between the state and a person is a contract that can be opted out of;  
3) the obligation to pay income tax is one such agreement;  
4) legislation, the common-law, and court principles and procedures are trumped by “God’s 

Law” and other divinely ordained rules and principles;  
5) the natural person argument as advanced by Porisky;  
6) an aspect of the 1931 Statute of Westminster means that all post-1931 government 

legislation and action is unauthorized;  
7) the Magna Carta has super-constitutional status that restricts state and court action 

 

 
31 At para. 73 
32 At paras. 81-84 
33 Meads v. Meads at paras. 87-98; R. v. Porisky, 2012 BCSC 67, 2012 D.T.C. 5037; R. v. Porisky, 2012 BCSC 771 
34 Meads v. Meads at paras. 100-108; R. v. Lindsay, 2004 MBCA 147, 187 Man.R. (2d) 236; R. v. Lindsay, 2006 BCSC 188, 68 W.C.B. (2d) 
718, affirmed 2007 BCCA 214; R. v. Lindsay, 2006 BCCA 150, 265 D.L.R. (4th) 193; R. v. Lindsay, 2008 BCCA 30, 250 B.C.A.C. 270; R. v. 

Lindsay, 2011 BCCA 99, 302 B.C.A.C. 76, leave refused [2011] S.C.C.A. No. 265 
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Lindsay advertised himself as a freedom expert on the secrets of laying criminal charges 
against government officials, how individual rights have been denied, and the Charter of Rights 

and Freedoms does not protect you. At a minimum, he was a “cheerleader” for an attempt by 
OPCA litigants to ‘arrest’ an Alberta Provincial Court judge during a hearing. He persistently file 
ungrounded complaints against judges, and alleged judicial and state corruption.35 His court filings 
are filled with unfounded and scurrilous accusations of corruption and criminal activities at all 
levels of the justice and political system, of unlawful Gestapo searches, of unlawful court fees, and 
judges who willfully violate court orders and participate in coverups.36 
 

John Ruiz Dempsey37 

John Ruiz Dempsey advertised himself as a “forensic litigation specialist”, advised the 
Court he has a law degree and a degree in criminology, and used the designations LL.B. and BSCr. 
However, no evidence of any such training has been found, or even any qualifications to practice 
law anywhere. 

All lawsuits in his name were unsuccessful, except for court fee waivers due to his indigent 
status. He is known to have filed numerous law society and police complaints. A succession of 
improper and related lawsuits and judicial reviews led to him being declared a vexatious litigant. 
In one case, he even accused the presiding judge of “conscientiously, arbitrarily, capriciously, 
deliberately, intentionally, and knowingly engaged in conduct in violation of the Supreme Law of 
the Land, in violation of her duty under the law”, in “fraud upon the court” and to aid and abet 
others in criminal activity, thus making herself a principal in the criminal activity.”38 

As a result of his activities, Dempsey was denied personal direct access to the courts. This 
did not stop him from turning to the practice of law, and he proceeded to act as agent in 10 civil 
actions involving attempts to avoid debts. 

Dempsey is known to have advanced collection arguments that include: 
1) an ‘A4V’ money for nothing scheme;  
2) immunity on the basis of religious authority;  
3) a concept that debts only relate to ‘hard money’ (eg physical cash);  
4) tax or liability only attaches to a ‘corporate name’ and not a physical person 

 
Dempsey initiated a total of six class actions, directed at a variety of targets, including a 

government operated school for girls, a number of financial institutions, and the Government of 
Canada. He is known for orchestrating in-court misconduct, in which supporters would engage in 
tactics aimed at frustrating the legitimate hearing of applications. 
 

Robert Arthur Menard39 

 Robert Arthur Menard is one of the earliest OPCA gurus. He is associated with or operates 
a number of “Freeman” websites, including the “Canadian Common Corps of Peace Officers”40, a 
vigilante ‘peace officer’ group that labels themselves as the ‘answer to avoiding a police state in 
Canada. 

Concepts taught by Menard include:  
1) any state activity without consent is oppressive;  

 
35 R. v. Main,  
36 R. v. Lindsay, 2004 MBCA 147 at para. 35 
37 Meads v. Meads, at paras. 109-120; Law Society of British Columbia v. Dempsey, 2005 BCSC 1277 
38 Dempsey v. Casey, 2004 BCCA 395 at para. 43; Meads v. Meads at para. 110 
39 Meads v. Meads at paras. 121-124 
40 http://www.c3po.ca 
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2) a statute is not law and cannot be the basis for extradition; 
3)  unlawful conduct is only something such as rape or murder;  
4) Canada has “abdicated” its role in the extradition process and that Menard would represent 

the interests of Canadians. 
 

He has argued that the American prison system amounts to slavery, with prisoners 
economically forced to provide labour for corporate entities, with little to no concern for 
rehabilitation or re-integration. A 2008 British Columbia Supreme Court order prohibits Menard 
from acting as a lawyer, providing legal advice, and receiving compensation for the same.41 
 

Eldon Gerald Warman42 

Warman is a known ‘Detaxer’ who operates the website www.detaxcanada.org. His stated 
beliefs combine the “natural man” scheme with an emphasis on historical common law and the 
interrelationship between king and society. During a roadside encounter in 2000, Warman 
assaulted an officer investigating the permit status of his vehicle. Warman denied the officer’s 
authority on the basis that “issuing tickets at the side of the road is to conduct a roving court not 
permitted by Section 17 of Magna Carta.43 

Warman has been the subject of complaints of racist and anti-Semitic statements.44 
 

David J Lavigne45 

Lavigne operates “The Tax Refusal” website www.taxrefusal.com. He promotes an 
argument that a person need not pay tax on a moral or conscience basis. From his perspective, 
Canada, as a United Nations member, is bound to abide by the principles of the Nuremberg trials 
following World War 2. By producing materials such as Tritium and enriched uranium, Canada is 
assisting in the production of thermonuclear weapons or delivery systems. As such, one has an 
“unconditional duty” to refuse to pay taxes of any nature to any government, and to refuse to 
support a society that plans or participates in the capacity to commit mass murder.46 
 

Edward Jay Robin Belanger47 

Belanger is the leader of movement named “Church of the Ecumenical Redemption 
International” [CERI]. Followers attempt to detach themselves from state and court authority by 
‘publishing’ foisted unilateral agreements. They have been known to file complaints and Criminal 

Code private information’s directed to the judiciary, court, government, and law enforcement 
employees. Belanger has been known to seek military intervention against ‘traitors’ in the state 
and court apparatus. 

Typical CERI strategies include:  
1) Arguments based on alleged defects in judicial and government oaths;  
2) That the King James Bible (or some specific version) is the primary or overriding law of 

Canada;  
3) A ‘double/split person’ argument where the state has attached a legal fiction to persons and 

may only assert its authority on that basis;  
4) That all interactions are contracts;  

 
41 The Law Society of British Columbia v. Robert Arthur Menard (8 January 2008) Vancouver S073719 (B.C.S.C.) 
42 Meads v. Meads at paras. 125-129 
43

 Meads at para. 126; R. v. Warman, 2000 BCPC 22, affirmed 2001 BCCA 510 at para. 36 
44

 Warman v. Warman, 2005 CHRT 36; Warman v. Warman, 2005 CHRT 43 
45

 Meads v. Meads at paras. 130-133 
46

 Jackson v. Canada (Customs and Revenue Agency), at paras. 18-20 
47

 Meads v. Meads at paras. 134-139 
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5) Various foisted unilateral agreements and demands. 
 

Other Gurus48 

Some encountered OPCA schemes clearly originate in the United States, making up the 
‘first wave’ of litigants. Such schemes make no reference to Canadian law, principles, legislation, 
or institutions, only citing US legislation, caselaw, history, and constitutional materials. One such 
scheme is ‘accept for value’ (A4V), which depends upon American commercial law principles. 

American guru David Wynn Miller is a prominent American guru. He provides law 
grammar rules on how to structure ‘legally effective’ documents that are difficult to understand. 
Any defective document is considered ‘fictitious language/scribble’. 
 

Dennis Meads’ Guru49 

Although unidentified, Mr. Meads’ guru likely provides a ‘pre-fab’ kit with material and 
instructions on their use. This person is likely American, since the material shows a strong 
American influence [e.g. references to “Title 18 United States Code” (federal criminal code) and 
Uniform Commercial Code], as well as references to branches of the American military (e.g. 
National Guard) and Individual Retirement Accounts Fee schedule references, ‘Miranda’ warnings, 
4th Amendment rights, and ‘Title 42 (Civil Rights), Title 18 U.S.C.A. (Criminal Codes), Title 28 

U.S.C.A. (Civil Codes)’, which are American legislation and constitutional documents. 
 

How Gurus Operate50 

OPCA gurus often promote their techniques via radio broadcasts and hotel seminars. 
Sometimes they are indirectly involved in litigation by providing advice and arguments for a fee. 
When present in court, the guru will either represent the litigant, or offer instruction and advice. 
In general, though, gurus are ‘legal busybodies’ known to attempt to introduce themselves into 
other proceedings. 
 

OPCA Litigants51 

As already mentioned, OPCA litigants can be any age or gender, affluent or not, 
professionals, ‘blue collar’ workers, or retired individuals, traveling in groups or operating solo. 
Their arguments and concepts can make them appear to suffer from cognitive or psychological 
disorders. However, any bizarre in-court conduct and anomalous behaviour likely reflects the 
‘rules’ of an OPCA strategy and script. It is also possible that the conduct and behaviour are 
motivated by or linked to stressful event (e.g. home foreclosure, bankruptcy, child/spousal support 
dispute, deportation, heavy debts). 

Some are scammers out for a quick buck, with a substantial amount of litigation revolving 
on comparative trivialities, such as parking tickets. They may call themselves students of the law, 
but are really out for the exception or loophole that may be used to defeat state and court authority. 
It is likely they operate under instructions from a commercial source. They are told to conduct and 
frame court activities in an unnatural, incorrect, and distorted context. They follow a script that is 
illogical and contrary to law, and they may not be able to explain their actions. 
 

 
48 Meads at paras. 141-145 
49 Meads, at paras. 147-152 
50 Meads, at paras. 154-157 
51 Meads, at paras. 159-167 
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Detaxers52 

This group was first to appear in Canada, and almost entirely focused on avoiding income 
tax obligations. Many were professionals or business persons with substantial incomes, while some 
emerged from a lower income and/or occupational and employment context. 
 

Freemen-on-the-Land53 

This is a comparatively newer movement that is strongly anti-government, and has 
libertarian and right wing overtones. Christian rhetoric is common among followers. It appears to 
be a Canadian innovation that has spread to other Commonwealth jurisdictions (UK, Australia, 
New Zealand). They believe that they can ‘opt out’ of societal obligations and do as they like, that 
state and court actions require the target’s consent. 

Certain members believe they have an unrestricted right to possess and use firearms. In one 
instance, a member was found with a concealed, unauthorized handgun that was used to threaten 
a law enforcement officer. Activities are generally directed towards almost any government or 
social obligation. Followers habitually use ‘fee schedules’, and advance claims and liens against 
state, police, and court actors. Many apply the ‘everything is a contract’ approach and are thus 
extremely uncooperative, both in and out of court. 
 

Sovereign Men/Sovereign Citizens54 

This is mostly a United States OPCA community. They are known to claim they are not 
subject to Canadian law on ‘everything is a contract’ and ‘courts apply admiralty law’ bases, and 
that governments are only corporations. Many are known to make allegations that may include 
treason, sedition, breach of trust, that judicial participants are criminals (similar to Nazis), and 
enforce foreign martial law to bring out shock troops, and to demand excessive amounts in 
damages. 

This group is notorious in the United States for violent conduct, intimidation of state and 
court personnel, and misuse of legal processes to engage in ‘paper terrorism’. They have even been 
classified by the Federal Bureau of Investigation as a domestic terrorist movement. 
 

The Church of the Ecumenical Redemption International [CERI]55 

The major claim for this group is that marijuana is a lynchpin element of Christianity and 
mandated by the bible. Membership is mostly low income, and members hold left wing and anti-
capitalist views. 

Members generally reject state and court authority. Many arguments have religious 
trappings. They adopt the ‘everything is a contract’ concept, frequently arguing ‘magic hat’ 
exceptions to law. Members also subscribe to the ‘double/split person’ concept, attempting to 
detach themselves from their associated ‘corporate entity’. Any court-filed documents are 
unusually haphazard, mostly ‘cut and paste’ assemblies of other documents. Members are 
frequently in conflict with police, judges, and government officials, even filing private criminal 
offence informations for ‘obstructing or violence to or arrest of officiating clergyman’. 
 

 
52 Meads, at paras. 169-171 
53 Meads, at paras. 172-175 
54 Meads, at paras. 176- 
55 Meads, at paras. 184-188 
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Moorish Law56 

This is predominantly an American offshoot of urban American black Muslim churches 
such as Nation of Islam. They claim that black Muslims who self-identify as ‘Moors’ are not 
subject to state or court authority because they are governed by a separate law, or are the original 
inhabitants of North and South America. One adherent has claimed to be part of At-sik-hata Nation 
(now ‘Atlan, Amexem, Turtle Island, Land of Frogs’) which owns North America as a result of 
his treaty with the Olmec people (an early meso-American Culture from 1500-400BCE); this 
renders immunity to court and state action, but also applies to ‘magic hats’, foisted unilateral 
agreements, and a variant on the ‘A4V’ concept. Some in the United States have even claimed that 
offences could not have been committed due to being a diplomat for the non-existent state of 
‘Atlan’. 
 

Indicia of OPCA Litigants, Litigation, and Strategies 
There are certain stereotypic motifs in the written materials and in-court conduct of OPCA 

litigants. The vast majority of these motifs are almost never shared by other self-represented 
litigants. 
 In documentary material, language of a biblical or religious aspect is common but not a 
definitive indication. Documents often include unusual features of opaque significance. The 
documents themselves can range from professionally prepared and polished materials, to crude 
assemblages of photocopied pages with inconsistent fonts, formats, and paragraph/page numbers 
akin to ‘copy/paste’ composition; sometimes flamboyant with multicoloured text, bright water 
marks, graphics, and elaborate ornamentation on coloured paper.57 
 The form in which names are written in documents can be an obvious indicator of an OPCA 
litigant. The rationale is unknown, but seems derived from ‘legal grammar’ of Miller. The most 
common form adds atypical punctuation, usually colons and dashes, into a name (e.g. : [first name] 
- [middle name] : [last name] : OR [first name] - [middle name] : [last name]). A second common 
name motif is [first name] [middle name] of the Family [last name] OR [first name] [middle name] 
of the Clan [last name] OR [firstname] [middle name] of the House of [lastname].  Dennis Meads 
created a hybrid in the form of ‘::dennis-larry: of the meads-family::’. A third phenomenon is to 
state their name in duplicate forms, one with only upper case letters, in black ink when signed, to 
indicate a non-human thing; the second is all in lower case or is a combination of upper and lower 
case to indicate the ‘flesh and blood’ aspect of the litigant, and often written in red ink to 
presumably represent blood. Another indication is that litigants mark their name with a copyright 
and/or trademark indication ( ©, (T), TM), and likely indicate a foisted unilateral agreement 
strategy.58 

OPCA litigants often mark documents in unconventional ways that have unclear meanings 
and limited or no legal significance other than to create what appear to be ‘powerful’ documents.59 
This can include: 

o A thumbprint in red ink; some will injure themselves when presenting documents to court 
clerks in order to make a thumb mark in blood 

o More than one signature, often in atypical colour ink such as red or green 
o Attaching one or more postage stamps, sometimes with text or a signature written across 

them. In some instances these stamps are ‘simulated’ and simply printed on the document 

 
56 Meads, at paras. 190-193 
57 Meads, at paras. 200-204 
58 Mead, at paras. 206-212. 
59 Meads, at para. 214 
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itself60 
 

Litigants will sometimes imbue notaries with extraordinary court-like authority. 
Documents are often notarized even when such a formality is neither legally necessary nor 
appropriate. One very peculiar form of notation is an indication of a specific OPCA ‘money for 
nothing’ scheme. This is a document that will have text written or stamped across it, typically at a 
45 degree angle off vertical. The text will include the phrase ‘accept for value’ or ‘accepted for 
value’. Typical target documents marked in this way include a birth certificate, a bill to the litigant, 
a court order against the litigant, a demand letter, or court document filed by an opposing party; 
stamped versions will often have spaces for handwritten components and usually mention the 
UCC.61 
 The language used in OPCA documents will frequently refer to the litigant as having a 
particular status or characteristic.62 This can include:  

o Some variant of ‘a flesh and blood man’ 
o A ‘freeman-on-the-land’ or ‘freeman’ 
o A ‘free will full liability person’ 
o A ‘sovereign man’, ‘sovereign citizen’, or ‘sovran’ 
o That the litigant 

§ Is a person or a natural person, but not a corporation 

§ Is not a person 

§ Was created by God 

§ Is only subject to a category of law, typically ‘natural law’, ‘common law’ or ‘God’s 
Law’ 

§ Is an ambassador 
§ Is the postmaster general 
§ Is a member of a fictitious nation-state or aboriginal group 

§ Represents or is ‘an agent’ or ‘secured party’ for a similarly named individual or thing 

§ Is a ‘private neutral non-belligerant’ 
 

Identification of a municipality, province, or Canada as a corporation is typical of the 
‘everything is a contract’ OPCA scheme. Courts are referred to as an admiralty or military court 
or ‘de facto’, particularly in an inappropriate context not involving military personnel, ships, or 
maritime subjects (e.g. litigation).63 There may be phrases such as ‘accept for value’, ‘accept for 
value and return for value’, or ‘accept for value and consideration and honour’, which can arise in 
multiple contexts.64 

Many documents feature a declaration concerning service, such as ‘service to agent is 
service to principal’ and ‘service to principal is service to agent’. This is presumably an attempt to 
expand the ‘notification’ function of materials. 65  The term ‘strawman’ usually indicates a 
‘double/split person’ strategy.66 Litigants will often demand that a remedy be paid only in precious 
metals, usually gold or silver. The ‘backstory’ revolves on the idea that national currencies have 
no actual or little true value.67 

 
60 Meads, at para 215 
61 Meads, at paras. 216-219 
62 Meads, at para. 221 
63 Meads, at paras. 222, 224 
64 Meads, at para. 223 
65 Meads, at para. 225 
66 Meads, at para. 226 
67 Meads, at para. 227. 
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Typically, any references to legislation and legal documents will mention certain obsolete, 
foreign, or otherwise irrelevant legislation,68 including: 

• the Magna Carta 

• the  Uniform Commercial Code of the USA, sometimes mistakenly named the Universal 

Commercial Code 

• the Constitution of the United States 

• other American state and federal legislation 

• UNIDROIT and UN CITRAL contract interpretation and dispute guidelines 

• Versions of the Income Tax Act other than current legislation; 1948 version is a particular 
target 

• ‘oaths’ legislation; e.g. Alberta Oaths of Office Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. O-1, and the federal 
Oaths of Allegiance Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. O-1 and Oaths of Office Regulations, C.R.C., c. 
1242, or any version of the U.K. Coronation Oath Act  

• the Canadian Bill of Rights, S.C. 1960, c. 44  

• the Statute of Frauds 

• the 1931 Statute of Westminster 

• the April 10, 1933 Order-in-Counsel that abandoned the gold standard for Canadian 
currency 

 

With regards to the Magna Carta, it often holds a place of high value amongst OPCA 
adherents. It is even considered to override all Canadian law, allowing one to declare him or herself 
free of all governmental and legislative restraint. While the Magna Carta is certainly considered 
to be an important historical step in developing the rule of law in a parliamentary democracy, it 
has no legislative weight or legal significance in Canada.69 

There is a reliance among OPCA groups on Black’s Law Dictionary, particularly obsolete 
versions. They often stress the relevance of and quote from the Bible, usually the King James 
version. Any mention or reproduction of a person’s birth certificate in atypical circumstances is a 
strong indication of an OPCA ‘A4V’ scheme.70 

When addresses are included in OPCA documents, abnormal formats and elements are 
sometimes used, such as an omission or variation of the postal code (e.g. ‘near [a1b 2c3]). Others 
use land registration information for the postal code or Torrens registration location for the mailing 
address. Another motif is that the return address includes ‘C/O a Third Party Acceptor’ or ‘No 
Code Noncommercial’. Avoidance of or variation on the postal code suggests adoption of an 
‘everything is a contract’ scheme where use of a postal code means accepting a contract with the 
state. Another variation is that an address is stated to qualify the manner of delivery; e.g. ‘Non 
Domestic to CANADA’ after the postal code implies the litigant is outside Canada and presumably 
not subject to Canadian authority.71 

Sometimes there will be a demand that mail be addressed in an unconventional manner. 
Failure to comply means the sender is ‘…guilty of fraud, conversion and coercion and further 
become consenting and contractually bound debtors…’72 

Eg Edward-Jay-Robin: house of Belanger 
Non-Domestic Mail, 

 
68 Meads, at para. 228 
69 Harper v. Atchison et al, 2011 SKQB 38, at para. 9; R. v. Ahmad, [2008 O.J. No. 5919 (QL), 256 C.C.C. (3d) 552 (S.C.J.) 
70 Meads, at paras. 229-230 
71 Meads, at para. 231-233 
72 Meads, at para 234 
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C/O The Church of the Ecumenical Redemption International 
[street address] 
Edmonton, Alberta 
POSTAL CODE EXEMPT No code non commercial 

Sometimes fictitious nation states will be included in addresses, or indications that the 
mailing address is an embassy, implying an ‘immunity’ strategy. There has also been a pattern of 
addressing government and court officials in a characteristic double-name format, such as [name 
in upper and lower case letters] ‘doing business as’ [name in upper case letters only] [title of the 
official].73 

Stylistic variations do not necessarily imply documents are not OPCA in origin; there is a 
crude level of creativity and adaptation among litigants and gurus, and they may even combine 
features/schemes into a single document.74 
 

In Court Conduct 

The specific indicia that follow are almost never encountered with non-OPCA litigants, 
including those with either cognitive or psychological dysfunction.  

 

Demands75 

 OPCA litigants are known to make unusual ‘scripted’ demands of the court. This can 
include: 

• To see the oath of office of a judge, lawyer or court official 

• That a judge prove his or her appointment 

• The judge make certain oaths or statements, such as that the judge is a public servant 

• To see the ‘bond information’ of a litigant, judge, lawyer, or court official 

• That the court indicate the basis or scope of its authority 

• That the Crown provide proof that it has authority to proceed against a litigant 

• That an opposing party provide proof it has authority to proceed against the OPCA litigant 

• For a ‘certified’ copy of a document or legislation 

• That the court state whether it is addressing the litigant in one of two roles, such as 
whether this is to a ‘legal person’/‘corporation’, or a ‘natural person’/‘flesh and blood 
person’ 

 

Documentation76 

Documentation is often presented to the court or another party at the hearing itself and 
without prior service or warning. This can manifest in numerous ways, including: 

• An attempt to present the judge or a court official with documents that make the court a 
fiduciary, agent, or foist a contract on the judge or court official 

• Presenting the judge, court clerk, or an opposing litigant with a ‘fee schedule’ or other 
foisted unilateral agreement 

 

 
73 Meads, at paras. 235-236 
74 Meads, at paras. 239-240 
75 Meads, at para. 243 
76 Meads, at para. 244 
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Names and Identification77 

OPCA litigants may refuse to identify themselves by name, instead stating they are an 
agent or representative of an entity identified by the litigant’s name. They typically describe 
themselves in a manner such as: 

• A ‘person’ of the litigant’s name 

• A corporation or a ‘dead corporation’ with the litigant’s name 

• A ‘legal fiction’ or ‘fictitious corporation’ with the litigant’s name 

• A trust, named after the litigant 

• An estate, named after the litigant 

• A deadman, or 

• A ‘strawman’ 
 

Alternately, the litigant may identify with an entirely fictitious name or via an alternative 
name format. Similarly, they may make an unusual mention of copyright or trademark, typically 
claiming such in their own name. 
 

Court Authority or Jurisdiction78 

OPCA litigants will frequently deny a court has jurisdiction or authority over them. This 
emerges in a number of ways, such as a direct denial of the court’s authority over the litigant. 
There may be an identification of some physical elements of the courtroom or court dress that 
indicates the court is a military or admiralty court. The litigant may also make a statement or 
declaration that: 

§ The litigant is only subject to a specific category of law, most often expressed as ‘natural 
law’ or ‘the common law’ 

§ The court is restricted to certain domains of law, usually legislation, military law, and/or 
admiralty law’ 

§ The court is only a ‘de facto’ court or the judge is only a ‘de facto’ judge 

§ A declaration that the litigant only takes a certain step ‘without prejudice’ or ‘without 
consent to restriction’ to the litigant’s rights 

§ A declaration that the litigant’s presence or participation is ‘under duress’ 
 

Other In-Court Motifs79 

They often display stereotypic conduct while in court. For example, many OPCA litigants 
refuse to pass the bar. This may be accompanied by a refusal to enter into or a premature departure 
from a courtroom, as well as a denial of court authority. 

When court authority is questioned, they may inquire into whether the court is attempting 
to create a contract with the litigant. ‘Ritualistic’ responses to inquiries are provided, such as 
repetition of what seem to be formal, automatic responses. Responses can include: “I accept that 
for value and honour”; “Your Honour, I accept it for value and return it for value for settlement 
closure in this matter,”; and “You are intimidating me.” or “Are you intimidating me?” 

There is also a heavy reliance on Black’s Law Dictionary (and usually an out-of-date 
version) as an authoritative source of law. Such litigant may demand the judge acknowledge the 
determinative and binding character of definitions from that text. 

 
77 Meads, at paras. 245-247 
78 Meads, at para. 248 
79 Meads, at paras. 249-253 
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A particularly difficult category of litigant is those who adhere to the concept that all 
interactions between the state, courts and individuals are contracts. Almost any invitation by the 
court or compliance with court procedure is interpreted as the formation of a contract. Those who 
refuse to identify themselves but instead claim to represent a related entity often maintain this role 
despite strong court warnings. Such litigants are often very argumentative and highly formalistic. 
 

Procedural Responses to Suspected OPCA Documents80 
Courts across Canada are developing special procedures for handling OPCA documents. 

Some may have court clerks reject any material that does not conform with required standards. 
Alternately, court clerks might accept and mark these materials as “received” rather than “filed”. 
Materials disclosing OPCA characteristics may also be subject to review by a judge without further 
submission or representation by the litigants, and the judge may: 

§ Declare the litigation, application, or defence is frivolous, irrelevant, or improper, or an 
abuse of process; 

§ Order that the documents are irrelevant to the substance of the litigation, but are only 
retained on file as evidence that is potentially relevant to costs against the litigant, vexatious 
status of the litigation and litigant, and/or whether the litigant has engaged in criminal or 
contemptuous misconduct; 

§ Reject the documents and order that if the litigant wishes to continue its action, application, 
or defence, the litigant then file replacement documentation that conforms to court 
formalities and does not involve irrelevant OPCA arguments; 

§ Order that the litigant appear before the court in a ‘show cause’ hearing to prove the litigant 
has an action or defence that is recognized in law; that hearing need not involve 
participation of the other party or parties; and 

§ Assign authorized fines. 
 

Courtroom Procedure Responses to Suspected OPCA Litigants81 
OPCA litigants are known to engage in disruptive and inappropriate in-court conduct. 

Misconduct can include disrespect, threats, and sometimes violence directed to court personnel, 
judges, and other parties. They have an alarming predisposition to a belief that they can ‘take 
justice into their own hands’ and act against the judiciary; at least one litigant has even attempted 
to arrest a judge. 

Litigants, and especially gurus, are known to rally supporters to appear at a hearing to 
orchestrate disruptions, including threatening judges. In such cases, additional in-court security 
may be warranted. There may even be a basis for a judge to order a courtroom to be closed to the 
public, particularly if persons in the public gallery disrupt proceedings or pose a physical threat. 
 

OPCA Concepts and Arguments82 
OPCA concepts may initially appear very diverse, but they can be grouped into a limited 

number of general categories.  Seemingly novel concepts often recycle old schemes but change 
terminology. Concepts from different general categories will often appear in the same document 
or argument, as many litigants freely interchange and mix ideas, even when the result is illogical. 
There is no reliance on the Charter of Rights & Freedoms, which may possibly be due to concepts 

 
80 Meads, at para. 256 
81 Meads, at paras. 257-263 
82 Meads, at paras. 264-266 
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being adapted from American precursors. Those unwilling to shield themselves with the Charter 
will instead use the Canadian Bill of Rights. 
 

Litigant not subject to Court authority83 

Many OPCA litigants claim to somehow be outside court/state jurisdiction, or otherwise 
rendered immune from legal obligations. This takes three general forms: 

1) Court jurisdiction is restricted to certain specific domains, and litigant falls outside those 
categories 

2) Court jurisdiction is eliminated due to some defect 
3) The OPCA litigant is in some manner immunized from court actions 

 

Restricted Court Jurisdiction 
Admiralty or Military Courts84 

Litigants may claim the court is military or admiralty in nature, and as such has no 
jurisdiction. With the court’s true restricted nature ‘unmasked’, litigants declare themselves 
immune to court action. They may also focus on certain aspects of court formalities, scrutinizing 
the court for some hidden indication of its true nature. A strange but common belief is that a flag 
with yellow or gold thread ‘fringes’ “denotes a military jurisdiction, not common law”. 
 

Notaries are the real judges 

This is a curious but mistaken belief that notaries, as a kind of common law official, in 
some manner possess judicial or judge-like authority that displaces the authority of Canadian 
courts85. 

 

Religion or religious belief trumps the courts86 

The precise manner may vary, but a common rationale is that some form of religious 
authority or law trumps the court and Canada. Religion, when used as a basis for immunity, means 
that a person is only subject to “God’s Law”, the “Maximus of Law”, or biblical principles. 
Religion thus conveniently excuses one from any onerous obligation (e.g. paying taxes, obtaining 
a driver’s licence). A court ordered divorce outside a biblical context (such as infidelity) is 
considered to be not binding. 

The Supreme Court has been explicit that religious beliefs are restricted and do not trump 
the right of government to organize and regulate Canadian society87. The Charter is considered 
the most appropriate context for framing religious arguments, but this is rarely done by OPCA 
adherents. 

OPCA adherents have seized upon preamble of The Constitution Act88 that “Whereas 
Canada is founded upon principles that recognize the supremacy of God and the rule of law…” 
[emphasis added in original], arguing this makes any of Canada’s laws subject to the supremacy 
of God. Any claims that legislation, common law, and court principles/procedures are subject to 
‘God’s Law’ or other divinely ordained rules/principles are routinely and uniformly rejected by 
courts. 

 

 
83 Meads, at para. 267 
84 Meads, at paras. 269-272 
85 Meads, at para. 273 
86 Meads, at paras. 276-285 
87 Alberta v. Hutterian Brethren of Wilson Colony, 2009 SCC 37, [2009] 2 S.C.R. 567 
88 The Constitution Act, 1982, Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK), 1982, c .11 
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Defective Court Authority89 

OPCA adherents will seek some type of defect that renders the court or judge without 
authority by demanding the court prove its authority is valid and genuine. Reported demands 
include “Are you a public servant?”, that the court “state its jurisdiction”, and that a court disprove 
it acts “in colour of law”. Some claim judicial bias, influence, or conspiracy; such litigants have 
the obligation to provide positive evidence to support the alleged conspiracy. 
 

Oaths90 

It is very common for adherents to demand that a judge swear various oaths, alleging that 
a failure to do so defeats the court’s authority. They will also demand that a judge provide some 
indication of valid authority, such as documentation in the form of a certificate of appointment or 
a copy of an oath of office. They are seemingly unaware judicial appointments are published as an 
Order-in-Council. It is considered well established that a judge or court officer is presumptively 
authorized to act as they do, and litigants who claims deficiency or bias must prove it. 
 

Court Formalities91 

Many OPCA adherents will argue over court jurisdiction based upon some deficiency in 
court formalities. One such deficiency involves some formal aspect of the court or its activities. 
One adherent argued that whether a judge is or is not gowned affects the judge’s jurisdiction. A 
simple adjournment after disruptive behaviour is enough for OPCA litigant to attempt to seize 
control of proceedings and dismiss the matter.92 

Special significance is placed on the edition of the bible present in the courtroom for 
swearing of witnesses. There is no legislative or common law requirement for the Bible to be a 
King James Bible, or any specific edition. Adherents may not realize that it falls within the 
jurisdiction of a court to manage its proceedings and procedures, including the specific choice of 
Bible or other sacred text that is present. 

 

The State is Defective93 

A peculiar variant of this argument is that a defect in the 1931 Statute of Westminster means 
no post-1931 Governor General has a valid appointment; thus all ensuing government legislation 
and action are invalid, including the operation of the courts and appointment of judges. 

Another allegation is that a defect in Queen Elizabeth II’s coronation oath subverts all 
government and judicial authority, as she is required “…constitutionally and contractually to 
uphold and enforce the laws of God as they are set out in the King James Version of the Holy 
Bible, which are the supreme source of law…”94 
 

‘Magic Hats’ Immunity to Court Jurisdiction95 

In this belief, a person has some special status when he or she has undertaken certain steps 
that provide immunity to court action. The precise manner of presentation is sometimes entirely 
arbitrary; simply saying “I am a sovereign man” or “I am a Freeman-on-the-land” allegedly renders 
immunity to state and court actions, without further effort, explanation or rationale. Even filing an 
“Affidavit of Non-Participation in Commercial Activity” supposedly claims immunity from the 

 
89 Meads, at paras. 286, 291-292 
90 Meads, at paras. 287-289 
91 Meads, at paras. 293-295 
92 Meads v. Meads, at paras. 296-297; Hajdu v. Ontario (Director, Family Responsibility Office), 2012 ONSC 1835 at paras. 10-14 
93 Meads, at para. 298 
94  Meads v. Meads, at para. 299; R. v. Lindsay, 2011 BCCA 99 at paras. 31, 302 B.C.A.C. 76, leave refused [2011] S.C.C.A. No. 265 
95 Meads, at paras. 302-305 
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jurisdiction of any Court in Canada. This belief is sometimes accompanied by a theoretical context 
for explanation, such as “God’s law” applies to any “living flesh and blood sentient-man”. 

There are three distinct categories in this belief:  
1) no legal obligation can be enforced without the litigant’s agreement;  
2) a single person can be split into two legal entities/aspects; and  
3) the OPCA litigant can unilaterally bind the state, a state actor, court, or other persons with 

a ‘foisted’ agreement. 
 

I Belong to an Exempt Group96 

Many litigants argue that they do not obey state or legal obligations because they are not 
subject to it; for example, the Criminal Code only applies to “fictitious persons” and not “a 
sovereign, flesh and blood living man”. A similar argument states that only corporations, and not 
human beings, are subject to Canadian law. Such arguments have no legal, historical or 
constitutional foundation. 

Detaxers interpreted Charter, s.32 as meaning all Canadian law only applies to entities 
advancing government policy, programs, or functions.97  Another school claims immunity by 
association with some foreign nation-state, or (often imaginary) aboriginal affiliation. This is a 
popular American concept, where adherents will manufacture their own ‘national’ identification 
and license plates. 

Aboriginal status (real or fictitious) allegedly provides immunity to court action or income 
tax obligations. A variant of aboriginal immunity claims tribe ownership of Canada; one ‘chief’ 
even claimed rent. 

There is one claim that the obligation to pay tax falls solely on government employees. 
Another common argument is that the obligation to adhere to motor vehicle laws (licencing, 
registration, insurance) applies to either commercial vehicles, or to vehicles operated by 
corporations. Courts have rejected arguments that a ‘driver’ in motor vehicle legislation is 
restricted to obsolete interpretations (e.g. to those moving livestock or who direct horse-drawn 
vehicles). 

 

I Declare Myself Immune98 

This variant involves a unilateral declaration of some form to defeat state and court 
authority. It is closely associated with the Sovereign Man and Freeman-on-the-Land movements. 
While one can, in reality, cease to be governed by Canadian law by leaving the country and 
breaking formal ties, the OPCA adherent will claim that a person can live in Canada but have no 
obligation or responsibility as a consequence of some special status. They often draw an arbitrary 
line between ‘statutes’ and ‘common law’, stating they are subject to ‘common law’ but not to 
legislation. 

‘Magic hat’ status categories can include: a ‘Freeman-on-the-Land’; a ‘Freeman and a 
Natural Person’; ‘Freeman-on-the-Land’ & unilaterally defining relationships and obligations with 
others by ‘treaty’; a “free will full liability person” under “Anglo-Saxon Common Law”; a 
‘sovereign man’ or ‘sovereign citizen’; or a nation-state. 
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I have been incorrectly identified99 

This argument, usually linked to the ‘double/split person’ strategy, claims that the litigant 
is not the person identified in the litigation documents. Litigants claim to be some type of 
representative, agent, trustee, or guardian for the litigation’s actual target. There will also be 
demands that court documents (e.g. informations and summons) display their names in all capital 
letters, which is presumably to allow the litigant to claim that the all-capitals name is related to 
someone else and should therefore go free. 

Courts have rejected the following nomenclature related schemes: 

• A person is not immune from court action if that person identifies by an entirely different 
name (e.g. ‘John Doe’ instead of ‘James Smith’) 

• Structuring name in the format of [Firstname]-[Middlename]: [Lastname] 

• Structuring name in the format [Firstname] of the [family] of [Lastname] 

• There is no legal distinction between a name in upper-case and lower-case letters, and a 
name all in capital letters 

• Claims that the person named in litigation is incorrectly identified by a ‘war name’ or 
‘nom de guerre’ is irrelevant 

• A name all in capitals is not a ‘legal fiction’ and not different from ‘a flesh, blood and 
bone man’ 

 

I am subject to a different law100 

In this argument, the litigant is only subject to a different form of law than the courts. 
Whereas “common law” (as developed by courts) is subordinate to legislation/regulation, the 
OPCA litigant believes that the reverse is true. They typically reference some historic, usually 
medieval, form of English law (e.g. the Magna Carta). Many will claim to not require motor 
vehicle registrations, licenses, or license plates, as they are exercising their common law “right to 
travel”. Some claim to be solely subject to admiralty law. They tend to emphasize the American 
Black’s Law Dictionary as an authoritative source for Canadian law, and as a form of legal bible. 
It is also common for obsolete older versions of Black’s Law Dictionary to be cited. Attempts have 
been made to frame interactions between individuals and states as purely a form of contract. They 
also argue that the state has no authority in matrimonial and family matters since that is a contract 
between two private persons. 

Courts consistently reject arguments that common law or “natural law” trumps legislation, 
as well as attempts to apply foreign law (often the UCC). 
 

Conscientious Objector101 

Non-religious belief has been advanced and rejected as a basis for immunity, typically in 
an income tax context. Courts have no authority to evaluate the policy aspects driving state 
processes such as taxation. 
 

Tax-related ‘Magic Hats’102 

Many of these arguments allegedly negate an obligation to pay income tax. A person may 
be immune due to being ‘a shareholder’ in a jurisdiction or municipality. If income tax is owing, 
it can be paid via a pro-rated share of government property. Any income tax obligation arises only 
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as a bargain in exchange for government programs such as the Canada Pension Plan; by waiving 
a claim to government programs, the believer also waives the requirement to pay income tax. One 
of the more outlandish arguments is that the Canadian government has been financed by a secret 
arrangement that turns its citizens into corporations with ‘military names’. 

Under this scheme, OPCA litigants claim an unlimited right to demand information from 
the CRA and its employees. The collection of income tax is contrary to religious belief, thus 
offendings.2(a) of the Charter, and also breaches the taxpayer’s sections 7-8 rights. Going further, 
the argument states that income tax is a prohibited indirect tax under the British North America 

Act, s.91(3), as that authority is negated or displaced by the s.92(2) provincial authority of direct 
taxation. Any redistributive effect of the Income Tax Act is contrary to the Charter, causing 
involuntary servitude, a violation of the ‘human rights and fundamental freedoms’ derived from 
the Canadian Bill of Rights. The notwithstanding clause of the Charter is required to allow the 
Income Tax Act to operate without breaching Canadian Bill of Rights. 

Allegations have been made that the income tax system is somehow fraudulent (e.g. filing 
a tax return is committing fraud), or the ‘alleged’ national debt is a fraudulent scheme to extract 
funds for the International Monetary Fund. It has even claimed that ‘income’ has a restricted 
meaning, such as: 

o Does not include compensation for work 

o Does not include payments made under a ‘contract for hire’ to a ‘natural person’ 
o Taxable income is only the value of a person’s labour, as a ‘man is worth his labour’ 

 

Miscellaneous 
The Inherent Authority of Provincial Superior Courts 

The character of Canadian courts as a separate, distinct, and independent branch of 
government flows from constitutional principles inherited from the United Kingdom. As such, 
court jurisdiction is inherited as a successor to the English Royal Courts. 103  The inherent 
jurisdiction of courts has been exercised from earliest times by regulating the practice of the court 
and preventing the abuse of process. General authority enables a judge to fulfil an adjudicative 
function via authority to maintain order and control of the courtroom process, in an environment 
free from any influence. 104 

A superior court of inherent jurisdiction has a special general jurisdiction in substantive as 
well as procedural law, where no other court or tribunal has been assigned authority to address a 
particular kind of legal action or subject matter. Inherent jurisdiction is adaptive and ‘expands’ 
into any aspect of Canadian legal existence that is not explicitly allocated to another court. Inherent 
jurisdiction adapts so far as to allow a Court to intrude, when necessary, into domains apparently 
allocated to a statutory court. While some subjects are simply not justiciable, such as government 
policy decisions, there is always a court with jurisdiction over litigants and their activities, and one 
cannot simply opt out. No ‘magic hat’ can ever create an exemption from court supervision 105 
 

Obligation Requires Agreement106 

In OPCA litigation belief, all legally enforceable rights require a person to agree to be 
subject to those obligations.  In this belief, every binding legal obligation emerges from a contract, 
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and consent is required before an obligation can be enforced. This alleges immunity as the litigant 
has not agreed to be governed by or subject to court authority. 
 

Defeating Legislation107 

A necessary first step in any ‘everything is a contract’ or ‘consent is required’ scheme is to 
develop a mechanism to deny a unilateral obligation arising from legislation. Some argue that they 
have opted out of legislated obligations, while others claim consent is required and legislations is 
simply a set of optional guidelines. Another argument is that a court or government actor is a 
corporation with only the rights of a corporation, with the result that legislation has no more special 
meaning than any unilateral declaration. Litigants file corporate registry documents for Canada, a 
province, or municipality, and claim that Canada is a ‘municipal corporation domiciled in the 
District of Colombia’. Detaxer gurus argue that the Magna Carta operates in a constitutional 
manner and invalidates legislation 
 

Everything is a Contract108 

In this argument, there is no obligation unless the litigant has explicitly formed a contract 
for that obligation. It is often advanced in an income tax context. A variation is that if government 
services were not wanted, there should be no income tax obligation (“no taxation without 
consideration”). Another variant has a person attempt to sever all ‘contractual relationships’ with 
the state by providing a ‘constructive notice’, thus ‘revoking and voiding’ the income tax contract, 
and the person subsequently demands a refund. 

Some claim interacting with the court is a contract, or they purport to direct court procedure. 
Nearly any state document (driver’s licence, birth certificate, etc.) is viewed as a contract. Even 
routine activities like phone calls or emails can be interpreted as potential contracts. 

Taken further, this belief means that a person is immune if they simply say they have not 
consented to be subject to the law and the courts. A foisted unilateral contract can be an alleged 
basis for non-consent. Such litigants may be highly disruptive, refusing to comply with any request 
by a judge or court official, fearing any step or action may create a contract or acknowledge consent. 
 

Double/Split Persons109 

A strange but common concept is that an individual can exist in two separate but related 
states, one a ‘physical person’ and the other a non-corporeal aspect (the strawman). The ‘dash 
colon’ and ‘family/clan/house of’ motifs indicate the ‘physical person’ half. Some gurus promote 
the idea that the non-corporeal aspect is created by the state, burdened with legal obligations and 
debts, and ‘shackled’ to the physical person. 

Certain gurus see the non-corporeal half of a person as detrimental, believing the state and 
court can only have an effect on that aspect of a person. A variant is that a newborn is issued a 
‘Berth Certificate’ that makes a person a ‘passenger’ of the ‘ship of state’, thus the physical person 
is not subject to Admiralty law. A form of this concept is that the two linked imaginary 
personalities can interact with one another, creating a kind of inter-relationship. 

In-court conduct can be confusing, a ‘song and dance’ routine. It is often alleged that the 
correct target of civil and criminal litigation is a piece of paper such as a birth certificate, rather 
than the person holding that document. A common underlying kernel is that the litigant is not the 
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person before the court, or is in some manner not subject to the court’s jurisdiction. Ultimately, 
though, such a scheme has no legal basis. 
 

Unilateral Agreements110 

Frequently, unilateral agreements are an attempt to foist obligations on other litigants, 
peace officers, state actors, or the court and court personnel. Foisted obligations can take many 
forms. Common examples purport to appoint someone a fiduciary, establish a contractual 
relationship, or declare the litigant no longer has an obligation. Some purport to unilaterally settle 
lawsuits or legal claims, without court direction, or provide a system of predetermined fines. Some 
even provide the recipient with a time frame to respond and disagree, or rebut and prove 
themselves exempt from the foisted obligation, or they are held to have agreed to the terms of the 
unilateral agreement. Some simply allege the recipient is bound, like it or not. 

These ‘agreements’ can range in outward appearance. Some appear as amateurish 
amalgams of cobbled together documents, while others appear professional and authoritative with 
serious formalities. They may be delivered to a target (often a government or elected official), filed 
in court, presented in court, or ‘published’. Some mechanisms for providing notice border on 
harassment.  

Litigants claim these documents can impose obligations on other persons, but actually lack 
such authority. Common law contract law prohibits enforcement of unilateral ‘agreements’. Both 
parties to a contract must agree to its terms and to be bound in legal relations. A corollary is that 
one person cannot unilaterally impose a contract on another. 

A contract requires a ‘meeting of the minds, or that the parties to a contract must agree to 
the terms of that contract. Many foisted unilateral agreements feature language demanding a 
response or rebuttal to an obligation by a certain deadline, silence means recipient is bound to 
terms. Common law requires the recipient of an offer to take a positive step to accept that offer, 
acknowledge its terms and benefits, and communicate that fact. 

Felthouse v. Bindley111 is a universally accepted cornerstone of common law on contract. 
Later secondary authorities also state a contractual liability cannot be imposed  merely by 
proclaiming that silence (or failure to reject an offer) is deemed consent. Only in certain limited 
instances will courts infer acceptance of a contract (e.g. use of services). 
 

Common Uses of Unilateral Agreements 
To Create or Assert an Obligation112 

A common strategy (often the ‘fee schedule’) is to foist a unilateral agreement on a target, 
then claim the failure to refuse or refute the ‘agreement’ creates an obligation. Another strategy is 
a unilateral foisted agreement demanding disproval of the supremacy of the King James Bible. 
Another variant is to assert a foisted unilateral agreement entitled ‘Admission of Facts - Non-
negotiable’, which, if not refuted, would mean the defendants admit certain facts that would 
effectively decide a lawsuit. 

 

To Discharge an Obligation or Dismiss a Lawsuit113 

Litigants will often claim to use foisted unilateral agreements to discharge an obligation or 
end a lawsuit. A variant is that a state actor receives a demand to prove its authority. 
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Foisted Duties, Agency, or Fiduciary Status114 

An application is sometimes made to transfer or assign some kind of obligation to someone 
else. Litigants frequently claim copyright and/or trademark of their own names. This can combine 
with the strawman concept so that the physical person has an intellectual property interest in the 
‘name’ of the non-corporeal aspect. The OPCA litigant then unilaterally foists on a target a 
document purporting to govern use of the copyright and/or trademark protected name. Breach of 
a purported copyright interest not only causes a financial penalty, but can also disqualify a court 
or state actor’s jurisdiction. However, no authority exists that is capable of establishing that a 
personal name can form a creative work that would be subject to copyright. 

A sample of an OPCA ‘copyright agreement’ is provided in Appendix E. 
 

Fee Schedules115 

A fee schedule is a foisted unilateral agreement that can target anyone. However, they 
mostly focus on state, government, and court actors agreeing to pay a particular amount if a certain 
legal procedure or result occurs, or law enforcement personnel engage in certain conduct. A sample 
fee schedule is reproduced in Appendix D. 

The fee schedule is a formal appearing document, with legal-sounding language. The 
recipient has 30 days to reject the document, or be liable to pay certain amounts if the litigant is 
subjected to certain conduct. The document purports to defeat all statutory, common law, judicial, 
or prosecutorial discretions and immunities, and allegedly cannot be a basis for any legal obligation, 
sanction, or punishment. Some argue it can extend to apply to international entities, businesses, 
and financial institutions, with excessive penalties for non-payment. Often, demanded payments 
must be in gold or silver. 

It is generally accepted that court authorized damages are limited to that which would 
restore the injured party to their state as if the contract had been performed. However, the OPCA 
‘fee schedule’ goes beyond these limits. 

The fee schedule is commonly directed to peace officers, government officials, and to court 
personnel such as law clerks, sheriffs, legal assistants, or court administration personnel. One 
notorious use is to present such documents to a peace officer engaged in their duties, and then warn 
the officer that they are bound by these obligations, personally, to pay the amounts. However, the 
‘fee schedule’ has no legal effect, as the obligations cannot be unilaterally foisted on another or on 
the state, or claim the litigant is outside state/court authority or allege that any detention is illegal. 
116 

Use of a ‘fee schedule ‘is strong evidence of bargaining in bad faith, and engaging in 
vexatious litigation’. Punitive damages are warranted when a person bases a legal action or files a 
spurious lien or a personal property claim on the basis of a foisted unilateral agreement. Courts 
have the authority to indemnify the legal costs of a litigant forced to defend against a foisted 
unilateral agreement. Such document can also have a potential criminal effect, as it is intended to 
impede the legitimate action of state actors by purporting to assign very sizable penalties for 
performing their duties. 117 
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Money for Nothing Schemes118 

Money for nothing schemes purport to provide a mechanism for the OPCA litigant to 
obtain unconventional benefits. Gurus claim that, with the correct combination of documents, one 
can open a secret path to vast riches. 

Accept for Value, also known as’A4V’ or ‘Redemption’, is one such concept which 
originated in the United States, but a Canadian version has emerged. This scheme claims that each 
person is associated with a secret government bank account containing millions of dollars. The 
exact sum varies, but the account is usually related to some identification number assigned to a 
person by the state, such as a birth certificate or Social Insurance Number. Specific details of the 
relationship also seem to vary. 

It is claimed that the government maintains these bank accounts to monetize the state after 
it abandoned the gold standard, or that people are property of the state that it uses to secure its 
currency. This is often expressed as some form of ‘slavery’. 

Gurus selling this scheme claim that, with a correct combination of government documents, 
a person can access their secret bank account and its funds. The ‘unlocking spell’ varies between 
gurus, but common motifs include:  

1) any reference to the UCC, or any UCC filing documents;  
2) the language ‘accept for value’ and ‘return for value’;  
3) a claim that a government bank account exists that is linked to a personal identification 
number;  
4) mention of the gold or precious metal standards for money, and the dates those standards 
were abandoned;  
5) a claim the litigant is not a slave (which relates to idea that the state uses people as 
collateral);  
6) the U.S. ‘Emancipation Proclamation’ of 1 January 1863, and/or the 13th Amendment 
to the U.S. Constitution; and  
7) the characteristic ‘accept for value’ stamp or statement written on a bill, court order, or 
other correspondence 

 

Litigant believes that writing or stamping a notation,119 a bill or court order is transformed 
into a cheque drawn from the secret account, and their obligation is gone once the modified 
document is returned to its source. 

Another scheme claims that documents called ‘Bill-Consumer Purchases’ discharge a debt. 
The argument is that such documents are legal tender; but the reality is that they have no 
commercial value.120 It is possible that such a document may relate to the ‘consumer bills and 
notes’ component of the Bills of Exchange Act, ss. 188-192.121 

Yet another concept claims that only physical cash, or ‘hard currency’ has value, and that 
a loan or debt that was a result of a cheque or electronic transaction does not have to be repaid.122 
 

Legal effect and Character of OPCA Arguments 
OPCA Strategies that Deny Court Authority 

Time and again, courts have deemed that OPCA litigants cannot evade, deny, or re-frame 
court jurisdiction; courts are a free-standing apparatus that neither relies on the state or the 
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individual.123  As such, many concepts that attack court jurisdiction have been identified and 
rejected as frivolous and vexatious, including:  

1) litigation based on ‘double/split’ person schemes;  
2) tax protest based immunity;  
3) a foisted unilateral agreement;  
4) ‘Moorish Law’ concepts;  
5) a ‘military flag’ appeal; 
6) an ‘everything is a contract’ argument.124 

 

A pleading is frivolous if its substance indicates bad faith or is factually hopeless; a 
frivolous plea is so palpably bad that the Court needs no real argument to be convinced of that 
fact.125 When a person advances an OPCA argument, other than a ‘money for nothing’ scheme, 
that litigant is potentially in contempt of court; such a technique may meet both the actus reus and 
men’s rea of the contempt offence.126 

A cornerstone of the operation of an ordered society is that everyone who is in Canada is 
subject to Canadian law and the courts. Denial that a law applies may be considered proof that the 
person intended to disobey the law; one possible expression of “political, religious, philosophical 
or moral beliefs” is a statement that the state or court has no authority over a person. It is possible 
that simply advancing many OPCA concepts may prove an intention to disobey and ignore the 
courts and the law.127 

The long-established contempt of court authority exists to ensure a court can uphold its 
dignity and process. If the intended purpose of OPCA strategies and stereotypical forms of in-court 
activity are intended to both reduce public respect for and defeat court authority, then any strategy, 
concept, or mechanism that denies court authority while in Court may, by definition, meet the 
actus reus and mens rea elements of criminal contempt of court.128 The argument that a person is 
in the wrong court may be legitimate, but to say NO court has jurisdiction is vexatious and may be 
in contempt of (some) court.129 The ‘money for nothing’ strategy is not inherently frivolous and 
vexatious, but are consistently rejected as invalid by Canadian courts, and identified as an 
inappropriate basis for litigation.130 
 

Responses to OPCA Strategies 

In order to respond to OPCA strategies, the application of court fines has been raised as a 
possibility. Fines may be authorized where a person: a) fails to comply with the rules or practice 
note or direction of the Court without adequate excuse; and b) the contravention or failure to 
comply, in the Court’s opinion, has interfered with or may interfere with the proper or efficient 
administration of justice.131 

A lay person, lawyer, or judge confronting OPCA documents for the first time will likely 
require significant time and effort to become familiar with the material. This is compounded by 
the potentially very uncooperative nature of OPCA litigants. Thus it has been suggested that a 
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judge seize themselves of a matter to supervise a court proceeding, allowing the opportunity to 
observe the activity of OPCA litigant conduct.132 
 

Responses to OPCA Litigants and Gurus 
Vexatious litigant status133 

The vexatious character of OPCA litigation may be a basis for an application that a litigant 
be restricted in their authority to initiate or continue an action. However, OPCA tactics may be a 
good basis for a court to deny persons from acting as representatives or agents in court. Any agent 
claiming to not be subject to the rule of law is unfit to represent a client in court. The court need 
not limit itself to observed misconduct, but may conclude that a person’s out-of-court statements 
are a fair basis to evaluate whether that person was an appropriate agent for a party. 

The strange courtroom conduct and peculiar documentation may hide a genuine legal issue. 
However, a disruptive and malicious litigant should not be permitted to run rough-shod over 
innocent parties and proper judicial and court procedures. In order to handle such vexatious 
litigants, a ‘carrot and stick’ approach can be taken by the judge. Sometimes the desired result may 
be obtained with firm notice that certain conduct will not be tolerated, other times only active 
countermeasures and sanctions will have an effect. 

Arguments and concepts should be disposed of in as direct a manner as possible in order 
to: 

o Protect the rights of those targeted by OPCA schemes and harassment 
o Minimize misuse and waste of court and state resources; and 
o Send a clear message that these schemes do not work, and that the misuse of court 

procedures and processes will not be tolerated 
What remains to be determined is what suitable penalties should be for those 

selling/promoting OPCA schemes, and for those who, perhaps naively, employ those instructions, 
techniques, and materials. 
 

Role of the Judiciary134 

Regardless of the area of law, OPCA litigants are typically self-represented. As such, the 
judge has a duty to ensure the litigant’s right to fair proceeding is preserved by guiding the litigant 
through the trial process, despite any procedural strategies the litigant may use that is designed to 
disrupt court operation and impede exercise of legal rights. 

An element of an appropriate and successful response is that proceedings be segregated, 
where possible, to minimize their effect on innocent other parties, and that innocent parties be 
indemnified for the legal costs associated with OPCA litigation. Courts should watch carefully for 
genuine arguments masked inside OPCA litigation; however, it is not the court’s job to engage in 
an archaeological survey to piece together fragments of potential issues. A ‘show cause’ hearing 
is a potentially appropriate tool, to have the litigant demonstrate there is a case. An alternative that 
is compounded by funding challenges is to appoint an amicus curiae, to assist the Court in ensuring 
that evidentiary, admissibility, Charter, general and specific defence issues, as well as arguments 
that would promote a fair trial, might be raised at appropriate times. 

Gurus indoctrinate OPCA litigants by teaching that court and state actors are parts of an 
oppressive, malignant entity, or are willing supporting characters of a dark, concealed design. 
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There is no obvious solution for the conduct of a litigant who follows scripts or act in an inscrutable, 
if not defiant, manner. 

If the parade of in-court failures is not enough to deter a litigant, then other steps may 
include: 

o Refer the litigant to Meads v. Meads 
o An explanation of court costs, and the court’s contempt authority 
o Refusal to permit any non-lawyer representation 
o Dismissing any application, action or defence where a litigant refuses to identify 

themselves, or who identify themselves via cryptic double/split person language 
 

Gurus often fail to educate customers on the purpose and operation of court cost awards, 
which are then perceived as a threat when explained, but are, in reality, part of judge’s limited duty 
to a self-represented litigant. Some litigants believe that there are no potentially negative 
consequences to adopting OPCA techniques. OPCA litigation material may even become a 
foundation for and only relevant to various court responses, such as cost awards, vexatious litigant 
status, contempt, and criminal offences. 
 

A Lawyer’s Duties135 

As you are aware, a lawyer has duty/obligation to identify the real issues in dispute, and to 
facilitate the quickest means of resolving the claim at the least expense. As such, many provincial 
Ministries of Justice and law societies have instructed lay notaries and lawyers to not endorse 
OPCA documents, as it assists with implementing vexatious litigation strategies. Potentially real 
dispute run the risk of being dismissed, as they may be masked under nonsense. By identifying 
and narrowing a proceeding to remove illegitimate issues and procedures, the court may 
concentrate on any remaining valid aspects. This helps the judge identify, isolate, and preserve the 
OPCA litigant’s potentially valid (or arguable) legal claims. 
 

Education - Judges and courts136 

While not necessary to managing and resolving OPCA litigation, certain information can 
provide a useful context to a judge, including: 

o OPCA fingerprint motifs 
o Materials from the OPCA litigant that the court has not received 
o Information about the OPCA litigant’s guru or host movement 
o Expert evidence of persons familiar with OPCA fingerprints, concepts, schemes 

and gurus 
o Communications by the litigant within the OPCA community 
o Known security risks of a relevant OPCA movement 
o The IRS maintained index of ‘frivolous tax arguments’ which, in the United States, 

result in an automatic rejection and fine 
 
Materials provided by a guru illustrate the intention and basis for litigant misconduct, as 

they place the litigant’s frame of mind and attitude front and center, as well as how the scheme is 
intended to operate in a disruptive manner that subverts state and court authority. The wider OPCA 
community has drawn critical online attention with significant and ongoing discussion of OPCA 
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concepts and movements worldwide, with forums that actively challenge and debate OPCA 
gurus.137 

It may be difficult, even frustrating, to engage in a meaningful discussion with the typical 
OPCA litigant outside a court setting given their frequently confrontational character and distorted 
world perspective.  Judges may not tolerate representation by a guru. The legitimate substance of 
an action or court proceeding may be hidden by irrelevant submissions and pleadings. Yet all of 
these can be used by the wise judge or lawyer for the purpose of costs, vexatious litigant status, 
and contempt/criminal sanction. 
 

Educating OPCA Litigants and Gurus138 

OPCA litigants also require education. They can begin by asking tough questions of their 
supposed gurus. Gurus purposefully promote and teach proven ineffective techniques that purport 
to defeat valid state and court authority, and circumvent social obligations, profiting at the expense 
of naïve and vulnerable customers. Questions that should be directed at gurus can include: 

1) Why do these gurus seem to have little, if any, wealth, when they say they hold the 
proverbial keys to untold riches?  

2) Why do those gurus not go to court themselves, if they are so certain of their 
knowledge? If they say they have been to court, ask them for the proceeding file 
number, and see if their account is accurate. Those are public records.  

3) Can that guru identify even one reported court decision where their techniques proved 
successful? If not, why then are all successes a tale of an unnamed person, who knew 
someone who saw that kind of event occur?  

4) How are their ideas different and distinct from those surveyed and rejected in Meads 

v. Meads?  
5) How are these advisors different from the OPCA gurus who have been unsuccessful 

and found themselves in jail? What did gurus such as Porisky, Warman, and Lindsay 
do wrong?  

6) Will your advisors promise to indemnify you, when you apply the techniques they 
claim are foolproof? If not, why?  

7) If they cannot explain these points, then why should you pay them for their legal 
nonsense? 

 

Discussion 
 As a movement, OPCA litigants are a growing concern for police and various actors within 
the judicial system. In Ontario, they are being watched by, at a minimum, the Ontario Provincial 
Police.139 Some, if not all, law societies are warning lawyers and notaries about dealing with 
members of the movement.140 They have even been listed on domestic terrorist watchlists by the 
RCMP in Canada and by the FBI in the United States.141 
 In Canada, OPCA litigants have appeared in courts, in various areas of law. In most 
instances, decisions are unreported. This may be due to many factors, including guilty pleas (when 
the matter is criminal in nature), or simply dismissed as frivolous and vexatious (as would occur 
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in civil litigation). While most matters involving OPCA litigants may be unreported, there remains 
numerous reported decisions available. As of writing, over 200 reported decisions covering this 
phenomenon are available on CanLII, with the possibility of more being available in other legal 
research resources. 
 Searching for OPCA jurisprudence is not simple with conventional search methodologies, 
as atypical language or unusual references are often used. The following search terms should assist 
in filtering out irrelevant decisions: 

• Freeman-on-the-land, freeman, or any variant 

• Sovereign man, sovereign citizen, sovran, or any variant 

• Detaxer 

• ‘Flesh and blood man’, or any variant 
 

Within the context of criminal law, it may sometimes prove to be a daunting task to find 
relevant caselaw. However, what follows is a sample of reported decisions in which defendants 
had attempted to use OPCA strategies. 

 

R. V. Klundert142 

In this case, the defendant claimed that income tax had no constitutional basis. The central issue 
of his appeal was whether a defence of honest mistake was possible or instead that the intentional 
refusal to pay tax proved an intent to evade paying taxes. Doherty J.A noted that the intent and 
ignorance of law is relevant in certain criminal contexts, but that an asserted belief in the 
unconstitutional character of tax legislation does not indicate a misunderstanding 
 

R. v. Kennedy143 

This is essentially a case of tax fraud. On appeal, Mr. Kenney’s guilt was found to have been 
proven by his choice to file inaccurate income tax returns. 
 

R. v. Duncan144 

Stopped by police for a minor Highway Traffic Act offence (failure to signal a right hand turn), 
Matthew Duncan refused to produce his driver’s licence on request, leading to an attempt to arrest 
and a struggle captured on a poor-quality video. 

Charged with allegedly assaulting a police officer, Mr. Duncan was self-represented during the 
two day trial. At the beginning of the trial, Mr. Duncan raised an objection that the court has no 
jurisdiction as he was not a citizen of the province or country, nor a person as defined by law. He 
also argued that there was no contract between himself and the  judge which would recognize 
judicial authority. Mr. Duncan  provided an “affidavit of truth” (at para. 9), and pled not guilty as 
the administrator of the legal entity accused (at para. 10). 

On the first day of trial, Constables Eles and Pilkington testified to repeatedly asking for 
identification; Eles even asked for verbal identification; Pilkington warned Mr. Duncan of the 
potential for arrest for failure to provide identification. During this interaction, the accused 
mentioned providing a fee schedule, and that the officers have no jurisdiction over him and thus 
no authority to arrest. Eles advised the accused that he was under arrest for fail to identify under 
Highway Traffic Act. A struggle ensued, ending in the accused being handcuffed after 5 minutes 
(at para. 12). 
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At start of second day of trial, before Defence began, the judge made a comment that the Crown 
evidence was deficient, and the charge was dismissed; the initial stop for fail to signal a turn fails 
to provide authority to arrest, thus what follows might not have occurred, thus the accused had a 
lawful excuse to resist the unlawful arrest. 
 

John James MacLean145 

In this instance, 55 year old Mr. MacLean was charged in Prince Edward Island with 
endangering the public. It was alleged that he caused a highway vehicle collision, fled the scene, 
and led police on a high speed chase. At the beginning of his trial, he refused to identify himself 
with the name on the charge sheet, claiming it to be a title issued to him on government documents. 
He then walked out of his own trial, claiming Canadian law did not apply to him. 
 At the end of trial, MacLean was sentenced to 27 days in jail.146 
 

Glenn Patrick Bogue 

Initially called to the bar in 1985, Bogue was administratively suspended from 1987 to 
2015 for non-payment of dues, after which he resumed practicing as a sole practitioner. Complaints 
from several judges and lawyers triggered an investigation by the Law Society of Ontario, and 
eventually an interlocutory suspension that commenced 12 April 2017. After one Law Society 
Tribunal hearing, Bogue was diagnosed by forensic psychiatrist Dr. Klassen as likely suffering 
from a delusional disorder, persecutory and grandiose subtypes.147 During LSO tribunal hearings, 
he would raise arguments which would be repeatedly rejected. 

Bogue had acted in a number of proceedings which raised bizarre, irrational and 
unsupportable arguments focused on elaborate historical conspiracies, arguments which were 
repeatedly rejected by judges. One argument involved questioning “the Queen of England’s 
legitimacy as a monarch for reasons relating to ‘the illegitimacy of Edward IV, her conviction for 
murder via the Canadian eye witnesses in a common law court and her oath to the pope to obtain 
Vatican gold to back her illegal fiat currency banks”. 148 

Bogue was known to use theories and arguments which were often factually incredible and 
unsupported by traditional legal authorities. He would refer to inapplicable and/or fictional laws 
and treaties. His knowledge of substantive law and understanding was questioned by evidence. 
Lawsuits and motions were repeatedly dismissed as frivolous and vexatious, or misguided. 
Appeals would be commenced before the wrong court. He would request declarations erasing the 
government, deposing the Queen, or completely reshaping the Constitution, all showing a lack of 
understanding, or unwillingness to accept, the role and jurisdiction of the courts. He even 
repeatedly asserted his clients, as sovereign Aboriginals, were beyond Canada’s jurisdiction149 
 

R. v. Porisky150 

Russell Anthony Porisky and Elaine Gould were convicted 18 January 2012 for tax evasion, 
contrary to s. 239(1)(d) of the Income Tax Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. 1. Porisky was also convicted of 
failing to collect or remit GST, contrary to s. 327(1)(c) of the Excise Tax Act, RSC 1985, c. E-15, 
and counselling fraud contrary to s. 380(1)(a) and s. 464 of the Criminal Code. After an appeal 

 
145 Coutts, Matthew. “Freeman-on-the-Land walks out of his own trial, claims it isn’t him being accused”. 26 June 2014.  
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sent the charges back to trial, both were convicted a second time by jury, and sentenced by Madam 
Justice Gropper on 29 July 2016.151 

The charges stem from failing to file income tax returns for 2004-2008. His source of 
income was his business, “Paradigm Education Group”, selling OPCA seminars and materials, 
with fees based on a percentage of the student’s income. They taught that only corporations are 
required to pay income tax; ‘natural persons’ could ‘opt out’ of any tax obligation.152 Porisky 
accepted no blame, arguing he was convicted of misinterpreting a complex piece of legislation. 
Myers J. noted that Porisky was aware the courts have previously rejected his argument that 
‘natural persons’ do not have to pay taxes if they subjectively do not intend to profit (at para 28). 
 

R. v. Scott Douglas Petrie153 

This individual was charged with marijuana production and possession for purpose of 
trafficking. In a pre-trial application, the self-represented Petrie sought an order granting the 
discharge of the matter, arguing that the Crown had no evidence he was the named accused (the 
‘double/split person’ argument), and that he could contract out of statutory laws. He also claimed 
he doesn’t have to follow statutory laws, only the universal ‘Golden Rule’. 

During the trial, Petrie filed an ‘affidavit of truth’, which failed to conform to court rules 
regarding a valid affidavit, as well as a birth certificate to attest to citizenship.  He also filed an 
‘appendage to the claim of right’, wherein he claimed the right to produce cannabis and possess it 
for the purpose of trafficking, notwithstanding provisions of the Controlled Drugs and Substances 

Act, S.C. 1996, c. 19. A form of the. ‘silence is acceptance’ argument was also presented. 
Ultimately, his pre-trial application was dismissed as devoid of any legal merit. 

 

R. v. Margo Penner154 

This case was an appeal in Manitoba of a photo-radar ticket fine of $272.75 for driving 
67kph in a 50kph zone. The facts were undisputed at trial. However, the argument was to prove 
Mr. Penner (the driver) was a human being, not a person, thus Manitoba’s Highway Traffic Act did 
not apply.  

A constitutional question raised on appeal, seeking to quash the ticket and an order to 
safeguard the human rights of Mr. & Mrs. Penner, and $25,000 as remedy for infringed rights. The 
court’s jurisdiction to hear the case was also raised as an argument. It was also claimed that the 
Highway Traffic Act only applies to people engaged in profit-oriented driving or travel. 
 

R. v. Kenneth Andrew Hughes155 

During a dispute with a tenant, Hughes had confronted the individual with a rifle, then hid 
the firearm. After the confrontation, Mr. Hughes applied for a firearms licence.  He was charged 
with possessing a firearm without a licence contrary to s. 91(1) of the Criminal Code.  

Part of the arguments revolved around whether Mr. Hughes was subject to legislation given 
his status as person holding land as a result of a crown patent, and whether the rifle was a firearm. 
A ‘Notice - Motion to Quash’ was filed, based on the tenant’s allegedly assaultive behaviour and 
being misled by police. When directly asked, Hughes could not explain how a Crown Patent, with 
references to arsenals, allowed him to have a firearm. The judge ultimately rejected all defence 
arguments and found him guilty 
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R. V. PMM156 

PMM was an Indigenous 63 year old who was charged under s.151 (sexual touching under 
16) and s.152 (invitation to sexual touching under 16) of the Criminal Code for offences against 
his 13 year old niece. After conviction, PMM filed OPCA correspondence, and a bench warrant 
was issued after he failed to attend a sentencing scheduling date. Filed OPCA correspondence 
purports to demand responses from the Crown, Probation, and Provincial Court in order to conjure 
up a strawman on which to off-load whatever sentence the Court imposed. All correspondence was 
rejected by the Court. 
 

R. V. Jonathan Livingston Seagull157 

This is an individual who was convicted of two counts of sexual exploitation of twin boys 
under 14. During the trial, counsel declined to represent the accused due to his OPCA position, 
part of which included a refusal to acknowledge the court’s jurisdiction over him. 
 

Allen Boisjoli158 

Allen Boisjoli is the first person in Canada to face charges for ‘paper terrorism’. Initially 
pulled over for speeding in May 2015, he received a speeding ticket, then proceeded to place a 
$225,000 lien on the police officer’s home, and flood the court with paperwork. Boisjoli was 
charged with engaging in conduct with the intent to provoke a state of fear in a justice system 
participant. 

When his trial arrived, Boisjoli at times was so disruptive and argumentative that jury 
selection had to be cancelled. He questioned the court’s jurisdiction and authority, whether Alberta 
was even a physical place, that political subdivisions were a legal fiction, that he had never agreed 
to be bound by the rules of society, and that he believes in a higher form of law (e.g. ‘God’s Law’). 
The judge referred to Boisjoli’s documentation as gibberish and nonsense. On the afternoon of the 
first day of trial, Crown requested a stay of the charges, which was granted. 

Due to his known litigation history, an attitude that he can file unorthodox documents 
(authorized forms don’t apply to him), and later “default judgement” documents he attempted to 
file in September 2015, Boisjoli was declared a vexatious litigant with limitations and restrictions 
placed on his access to the court system (e.g. he may commence or continue litigation only with 
court authorization).159 
 

Conclusions160 
 Pseudolaw may superficially appear to be law, using legal-sounding language, but in reality 
it is spurious. They are “commercial” schemes invented and sold by gurus. Some is uniquely 
Canadian, but much is imported from the United States. Some perceive the government, courts, 
law enforcement, and institutional actors in a conspiratorial light, and their secret law is a weapon 
to achieve ‘justice’ and effect change. Gurus claim this is suppressed or concealed law that is in 
competition with ‘conventional’ law. Yet their law can lead to incarceration and financial penalties, 
psychiatric detention, aggravated debts and foreclosed homes, and loss of children. Any conflict 
is primarily paper based, but violence is known, justifying law enforcement views of adherents as 
a threat. 
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 However, lawyers can have a role to play in this category of “not-law”. Courts are hostile 
to and highly critical of advocates as vexatious litigants who waste court time and resources, with 
an improper, ulterior motive which warrants steps to limit litigation. Yet lawyers have a 
professional responsibility and duty as officers of the court to only advance legally plausible 
arguments, avoiding wasteful, futile litigation. 
 Some advocates have obtained and benefited from ethical legal representation, abandoning 
OPCA concepts, leading to efficient dispute resolution that minimizes trial expense and use of 
court resources. Those who are politically and ideologically driven view lawyers with mistrust, 
but some have benefitted, such as when applying for judicial interim release or arguing a Charter 
issue. 
 There is a Grey Zone of questionable or experimental pseudolaw arguments that can result 
in legal precedents if argued in an accepted manner. Lawyers should avoid fully embracing 
Pseudolaw, as those who do have been subject to sharp court criticism and professional discipline, 
as occurred in the case of Glenn Patrick Bogue. 
 Cases fall into 3 general categories of representation:  

1) self-represented, represented by family member, or a corporation represented by a non-
lawyer;  
2) represented by a layperson who was not an immediate relative; or  
3) represented by a lawyer. 

 

 Most lawyers only have one case, if ever, with an OPCA litigant. When facing a non-
lawyer representative, it is likely to be a known guru. Jurisprudence is not easily found with 
conventional search methodologies, as atypical language and unusual references are often used. 
Reported decisions are unlikely to provide a fully random sample of actual OPCA activities and 
lawyer involvement, as many trial level judgments are unreported. 
 Lawyers can sometimes provide ‘damage control’, minimizing repercussions and negative 
legal consequences of abandoned OPCA strategies. Truly accidental OPCA litigants (self-
representatives who stumble across material and think it legitimate arguments) is unlikely as most 
material describes itself as secret, conspiratorial, concealed knowledge. The few lawyers in 
Freeman-related criminal prosecutions are often retained in a minimal, restricted role, such as 
instances where judicial interim release was sought. 
 The small number of scenarios in which a lawyer represents a Freeman may have a number 
of potential explanations:  

 1) many end up in court on minor offences (e.g. traffic offences or drug possession), which 
are less likely to result in a reported judgment;  

 2) money – many Freemen are less affluent and unlikely to be able to afford a lawyer;  
 3) An ideological subculture that may cause an unwillingness to work with conventional 

authorities, including lawyers. 
 

 OPCA schemes can range across a spectrum of legal plausibility, from alternative but 
plausible and coherent interpretations (e.g. Charter arguments regarding ‘supremacy of God’ and 
‘rule of law’), to magic-like attempts to compel courts by illogical means (e.g. ‘Strawman’). OPCA 
concepts that are clearly implausible (e.g. Strawman) do not need to be first rejected by courts, as 
no legally trained person could ethically advance such an argument. 
 The most implausible Pseudolaw is imported. Many early Canada-made examples started 
in a grey area of plausibly arguable, but ultimately end up being hopeless and frivolous. Lawyers 
occasionally still advance Grey Zone concepts, but this is mostly gone due to little Pseudolegal 
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innovation in the past decade. Should this change, lawyers would be provided new territory to 
explore and litigate. 
 In cases where lawyers join the OPCA movement, it does not go well for them. For example, 
Clarence Justin Griffin was an Ontario lawyer was disbarred in 2008 after a suspension for not 
making his annual filing. He claimed to be part of a fictitious tribe (Sovereign Anishinabe Nation), 
that had enacted legislation permitting him to act as a lawyer, thus the Law Society had no 
jurisdiction under the Charter, the Turtle Island Authority Registry, and treaties. One litigation 
claimed a protester was a ‘prisoner of war’ after hijacking a US Border Patrol vehicle. A suit 
against various aboriginal tribes sought $7.4 trillion for ‘mental anguish, pain and suffering’ 
against a Mohawk Nation tribe. He also advanced A4V schemes in 2007. 
 Jeunesse Leelawatie Hosein was an Ontario lawyer who, in 2012, responded to a credit 
card collection action with a fee schedule, using the ‘banks create money from thin air’ defence as 
a basis to file a $1,003,262,503.44 counterclaim, and feign unfamiliarity with court processes161. 
She provided notary service against American IRS, assisting to file false tax returns to claim 
$750,000 in fraudulent refunds. She directed foisted unilateral agreements claiming nearly $43M 
in damages against a judge involved in her credit card debt litigation, and also sent a fee schedule 
to a Law Society of Ontario investigator. 
 Glenn Patrick Bogue, in February 2016, filed a Federal Court statement of claim 
challenging child seizures from a client and demanded $2 quadrillion in damages from Queen 
Elizabeth II, Canada, and banks. He also claimed Canada is a corporation with no legitimate claim 
to Canadian territory, and challenged Canadian monetary policies. He filed civil action in Ontario 
suing the Children’s Aid Society, lawyers, Alberta and Ontario judges, law firms, the Attorney 
General of Ontario, and Queen Elizabeth II for $60M for crimes against humanity. As a result of 
one family losing child custody, he claimed Canada is ‘null and void’ because the Queen was 
convicted in 2013 of murdering thousands of Aboriginal children. All of this likely played a role 
in his suspension by the Law Society of Ontario on 12 April 2017, as his activity was seen as a 
significant risk to the public and a possible harm to the administration of justice. He subsequently 
sought for the Law Society Tribunal to abandon jurisdiction in favour of an ‘Indigenous Tribunal’, 
a motion which was dismissed. 
 The potential harm rogue lawyers can cause is difficult to overstate. Courts presume 
lawyers act in good faith. They may provide false reassurance to clients, against any warnings that 
pseudolaw is hopeless. The usual court response is to order costs paid by the lawyer personally. A 
potential alternative is for courts to adopt a more aggressive response to rogue lawyers, such as 
denying access to the courts. 
 Meaningful, effective, and ethical representation is possible by understanding that the 
OPCA litigant population is not uniform. One obstacle to understanding is the litigant belief that 
lawyers actively conspire to conceal the true hidden ‘common law’. 
 When a client insists on arguing pseudo law, the lawyer should withdraw rather than 
engage in vexatious and abusive litigation. Any lawyer choosing to operate in the increasingly 
restricted Grey Zone would be cautious, as rejected arguments will attract a strong and negative 
court response. Criminal defence lawyers can easily counter the ‘get out of jail free’ card by 
arguing ‘would we hide it from Hell’s Angels clients? That would be an unhealthy career and life 
choice’. 
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Appendix A: Table Of Legislation 
Courts of Justice Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. C.43, s.140 
Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 194 
Federal Court Rules, SOR/98-106 
Federal Courts Act, R.S.C. 1985, c.F-7, s.40 
Rules of the Small Claims Court, O Reg 258/98, Courts of Justice Act 

Courts of Justice Act, RSO 1990, c. C.43 
Tax Court of Canada Act, R.S.C. 1985, c.T-2 
Tax Court of Canada Rules (General Procedure), SOR/90-688a (Tax 
Court of Canada Act) 
Criminal Proceedings Rules for the Superior Court of Justice (Ontario), 
SI/2012-7 
Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms 

Canadian Bill of Rights, SC 1960, c 44 
Highway Traffic Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.H.8 
Statute of Westminster 

Statute of Frauds 

Oaths of Office Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. O-1  
Oaths of Allegiance Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. O-1 
U.K. Coronation Oath Act   

Oaths of Office Regulations, C.R.C., c. 1242 
 

Federal Courts Act, R.S.C. 1985, c.F-7, s.40 
40 (1) If the Federal Court of Appeal or the Federal Court is satisfied, on application, that a person has 
persistently instituted vexations proceedings or has conducted a proceeding in a vexatious manner, it may order 
that no further proceedings be instituted by the person in that court or that a proceeding previously instituted by 
the person in that court not be continued, except by leave of that court.  

 
 

Federal Court Rules, SOR/98-106 

Motion to strike 

• 221 (1) On motion, the Court may, at any time, order that a pleading, or anything contained therein, be 
struck out, with or without leave to amend, on the ground that it 

o [...] 

o (c) is scandalous, frivolous or vexatious, 

 
 

Courts of Justice Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. C.43, s.140 

140 (1) Where a judge of the Superior Court of Justice is satisfied, on application, that a person has persistently 
and without reasonable grounds, 

(a) instituted vexatious proceedings in any court; or 
(b) conducted a proceeding in any court in a vexatious manner, 

the judge may order that, 
(c) no further proceeding be instituted by the person in any court; or 
(d) a proceeding previously instituted by the person in any court not be continued, 

except by leave of a judge of the Superior Court of Justice.  R.S.O. 1990, c. C.43, s. 140 (1); 1996, c. 25, s. 9 (17). 
 

Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 194, Rule 2.1 

STAY, DISMISSAL OF FRIVOLOUS, VEXATIOUS, ABUSIVE PROCEEDING 

Order to Stay, Dismiss Proceeding 

2.1.01 (1) The court may, on its own initiative, stay or dismiss a proceeding if the proceeding appears on its face 
to be frivolous or vexatious or otherwise an abuse of the process of the court. O. Reg. 43/14, s. 1. 
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Tax Court of Canada Act, R.S.C. 1985, c.T-2 

Vexatious proceedings 

• 19.1 (1) If the Court is satisfied, on application, that a person has persistently instituted vexatious 
proceedings or has conducted a proceeding in a vexatious manner, it may order that no further 
proceedings be instituted by the person in the Court or that a proceeding previously instituted by the 
person in the Court not be continued, except by leave of the Court, and may award costs against the 
person in accordance with the rules of the Court. 

 

Criminal Proceedings Rules for the Superior Court of Justice (Ontario), SI/2012-7 

• 6.11 (1) Where it appears to the Registrar that a notice of application does not show a substantial ground 
for the order sought, the Registrar may refer the matter to a judge of the court for summary 
determination, and, where a matter is referred under this rule, a judge may, if he or she considers that 
the application is frivolous or vexatious and can be determined without a full hearing, dismiss the 
application summarily, without calling upon any person to appear for the respondent. 

[...] 

• (2) Upon application by the respondent that a notice of application does not show a substantial ground 
for the order sought, a judge of the court may, if he or she considers that the matter is frivolous 
or vexatious and can be determined without a full hearing, dismiss the application summarily and cause 
the applicant to be advised accordingly 

 

Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46 

Intimidation 

423 (1) Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for a term of not more than five 
years or is guilty of an offence punishable on summary conviction who, wrongfully and without lawful authority, 
for the purpose of compelling another person to abstain from doing anything that he or she has a lawful right to 
do, or to do anything that he or she has a lawful right to abstain from doing, 
(a) uses violence or threats of violence to that person or his or her spouse or common-law partner or children, or 
injures his or her property; 
(b) intimidates or attempts to intimidate that person or a relative of that person by threats that, in Canada or 
elsewhere, violence or other injury will be done to or punishment inflicted on him or her or a relative of his or 
hers, or that the property of any of them will be damaged; 
(c) persistently follows that person; 
(d) hides any tools, clothes or other property owned or used by that person, or deprives him or her of them or 
hinders him or her in the use of them; 
(e) with one or more other persons, follows that person, in a disorderly manner, on a highway; 
(f) besets or watches the place where that person resides, works, carries on business or happens to be; or 
(g) blocks or obstructs a highway. 
 

Election deemed to have been made 

565 (1) Subject to subsection (1.1), if an accused is ordered to stand trial for an offence that, under this Part, may 
be tried by a judge without a jury, the accused shall, for the purposes of the provisions of this Part relating to 
election and re-election, be deemed to have elected to be tried by a court composed of a judge and jury if 
(a) the accused was ordered to stand trial by a provincial court judge who, pursuant to subsection 555(1), 
continued the proceedings before him as a preliminary inquiry; 
(b) the justice, provincial court judge or judge, as the case may be, declined pursuant to section 567 to record 
the election or re-election of the accused; or 
(c) the accused does not elect when put to an election under section 536. 
 

Refusal to plead 

606(2) Where an accused refuses to plead or does not answer directly, the court shall order the clerk of the court 
to enter a plea of not guilty. 
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Appendix E: Sample Copyright and Trademark Notice 
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APPENDIX F: PROHIBITED OPCA FORMAL DEFECTS 
As cited in Babb v Parrish & Heimbecker Limited, 2019 ABQB 687 

 
Note: these defects exist in many related variant forms and combinations (see Meads v Meads, at paras 207, 

210, 238-241). Variations on these prohibited formal defects are a basis to reject document filing.  

 

Circle any formal defect identified:  
 

1. Litigant Title and Status  
a. The litigant claims a specific title or status:  

� a "flesh and blood man", a "flesh, blood, and bone man", or a "soul" or a "living soul"  

� a "freeman-on-the-land" or "freeman"  

� a "free will full liability person"  

� a "sovereign , sovereign man", "sovereign citizen", "sovran", or "sovrun"  

� a "Moor", "Muur", "Moorish National", or "Moorish American National", "Wishataw Moor", 

"Yamassee Moor", or "At-Sik-Hata Nation".  

� a "Prosecutor" vs a "Wrongdoer" in a civil action  

� a "Postmaster" or "Postmaster General"  

� an "Ambassador"  

� a "legal idiot" or "idiot to legalese"  

� a "human being with full legal capacity", a "man with full legal capacity", or a "woman with full legal 

capacity"  
 

b. The respondent is Canada, a provincial government, or municipality, or a department or branch of Canada, a 

provincial government, or municipality, and the respondent is identified as:  

� a corporation  

� "de facto"  

� "carrying on business as"  
 

2. Names  
a. 'Dash-colon' format. Atypical punctuation of a person's name by the insertion of colons or dashes before, 

after and among the first, middle and last name, for example:  

[first name] - [middle name] : [last name] :  

[first name] - [middle name] : [last name]  
 

b. Family lineage. Atypical structure of a person's name to indicate lineage:  

[first name] [middle name] of the Family [last name]  

[first name] [middle name] otf [last name]  

[first name] [middle name] of the Clan [last name] 

[first name] [middle name] of the House of [last name] 

[firstname] in the [lastname] Family 
 

c. Duplication and capitalization. Names of persons or parties are duplicated, with one name in all capital 

letters, and the other name in either lower case or lower case and upper case letters:  

JOHN DOE and John Doe  

JOHN DOE and john doe 
 

d. "i, a man, [first name]", or "i, a woman, [first name]"  
 

e. Copyright or Trademark. A person claims copyright or trade-mark in their name. This may be indicated by a 

sentence or adding copyright@ and trade-mark (t) symbols to a name  

 

3. Document Ornaments  
a. Thumb or finger prints. Placing thumb or finger prints on a document, typically in red ink  
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b. Blood. Placing blood on a document, sometimes this is a fingerprint in blood  
 

c. Signatures:  

� Multiple signatures for a single person on a single document, usually in different coloured ink  

� The signature is accompanied by the text purporting to limit the effect of the signature, for example:  

"all rights reserved"  

"UCC 1-308"  

"UCC 1-207" 
 

d. Postage stamps. Attaching atypical postage stamps (actual stamps or scanned copies) onto a document  
 

e. Flags and crests. Documents have atypical images, such as graphics of flags, coats of arms, and organization 

crests  
 

f. Notary marks.  

� Unnecessary or atypical notarization  

� Seals or stamps from persons who falsely purport to be notaries or commissioners for oaths, for 

example using titles such as "World Notary Public", "International Notary Public", "Aboriginal 

Notary", or where the notary seals or stamps do not identify an appropriate jurisdiction  

 

4. Remedies  
The litigant seeks as a remedy:  

� precious metals  

� gold and/or silver coins or bullion  

� "lawful money"  

 


